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BINDERS & '
ING
OWERS
TI11.
DEERING PONY.
Roller and Ball Bearing,
Strong, Noiseless, Handy, Powerful
The DEERING PONY BI DER PND 310WERsha
won the hearts of the people evtryw hi: e
more strongly than here at home. You can judge 5ourse11
by reading the testimonials of your own neighbors.
Found at Last.
Rio Rorie. Time -1 have 'ou 1 tse meehlne at last that •ults me find I never saw one
before enlil I bougto the Pa I and Roller bi,sring Pony of Forbes it Br at Hopkinsville.
ay. 115 very ligat. •nd so simply and yet strongly comitructed that two horses e. ally pull it
all day kaog. It L HottN.
The Pony Breaks the Record at Roaring Spring.
*comma ersivo Kr.-The Bali and Roller Roaring Pony Binder that I bone t of your
agents at ef,ps'nevine. Porton it Bro Is ado, oy. lees heavy wheel, which was down very
bed. ed It did tine wore. I have hat the name greund in wheat four years, and h .vu never
been atis to ge a machine t•eut it be ore but the Pony went through ail 1 K
w. W. LEWIS.
"Queen of the Harvest."
WEAVER'S QTORZ, TINS . -The Be:I and Roller Sewing rony Binder honght of your
agents. Forts-at Bro., FlopkInsvi le I. in my judgut at the per'ectIon of harv,eiting niachin-
ery. For lishtne •if dr it stud. mplicity of (onetruct on it is the "queen of the Harvest "
I eat as heavy waeat the poet season bi• I ever itaw gm o • with only two small mules to my
machine. I am satisfied that ths Ball Bearing Pony is the only Binder for fanners to buy.
LoUi • ToYtemt.
A Common Sense View of It.
Feetexlsertttle KY.-I am 'ensiled that the Ball Bearing Poey heeler is the machine
for all clammy' of farmers. The email (armee ref' with tw • hornet harvest a I of hie grain, and
the large one can with tw•b hand, end f or heroes, nut twelve feet at a swath. w• Ile the sam
number of hands with the Came miniberof h rethi ran only cut tweet) feet with any other
machine. Time and money talk, so to my mind the other fellows are not in it.
B. CRC.iFT.
The Pony Saves Wages and Horse Flesh.
CIRCLI•Ni I_IPZI2141..KY.-Tbe Pony Binder. with Ball and Roller Peariuge, is the machine
for this coun-i y. lean Isle one man and two hurites and cut very u-ar as much as they can
wilt one of t• e big machines. which reaoire two men and four ho-ses. I would not sell the
Pony Ksnd.r whIcii I bought of Forbes A Bro., Hopkinsvi le, for three times what 't cost, if 1
mind not get another. T. It tiTILWART.
BIG Roca, Trios.-I can ref-commend your Binder. It runs lieht and nice. I can take it
and two •• ulat• dent my wheat. A man eat taco it and .ave his wheat so nice and quick.
The Pony Binder is a strong and a neve anew "maetene. I can re: ommend it to asy farmer
who want.' a Binder. I don't taint t could say too much in favor of it. IV. B. HALL.
The Only Perfect Mower on Earth.
Wz•veget STOIZ, TINN. -I bought of ycur agents, Fortes Bro„ Hopkinebelle, one
your ideal Bali Beer ng Mowers. W y Opinion le thht it Is the only perfect machine on earth
I cut my crop o grass and clover this year with less trouble thin • ver before, sod Ica awe:
fully recommeno the meal Batt Bearing Mower to all of my friends who contemplate the pur-
ehaae of a Mower. W. T. JOHNSON.
Brim Full of Enthusiasm.
HOPIINSVILiz, Kr -1 mamma say too much in pralie of the Ideal Ball and Roller Bearing
Mower I bought of IR 04E. 1 Dave used six rr iget other ellen of mowers in pas. years
•set while man, of them were good mowers, yours it iu ruth an "Ideal" mower. it NIS. as
light and Noiselessly as a sewing rmichine I rut thirty acres of hay with it in left than two
days, using the worst team on the place. I believe one horse could pull it and cut fteen
acres a deg. It is *imply a perfect oldiebille, and does alt the most extrav•gant a eat claims
for It. W. U. WHEELER.
One Horse Lighter Than the McCormick.
HOPEI/413'11.LE. KY -The ldesi Ball Bearini Mower I bought of you last rear I% In my
°Motor. as ne•r t erre. t as a mivcer can be. I feel used the Met °muck mower les several
years, and find the draft of the Idea. at least one horse lighter. .1. C. MOORE.
Cuts Everything in Its Way.
FATEVNii, KY -I bovight one of your Ideal Mowers last year. being something ne
met you ti-es ging 00 muell on the I,ghtness of frill and extra strength over other tn iw era,
tnoneht I would try it. I ha 1 a field ex•ra heavy grass and sprilt-, Red I am gal to s
thetteel went through at t:t ever thing in ittwey. I have us-4 every mewer sod here
▪ verse bears pow., an I -y tlibt t It Deering five, is in my opinion far ahead of wn•iiiing
ovvr used. It runs ilg.•ter than any other mower teeel here. W. PI. SHAW.
The Poorest Scrubs Can Pull the Ideal with Ease.
noreierevitto Kr -Ton indneed me to buy an Ideal Ball and Roller Bearing Mower. I
Sett at the time I diu sot sed it. but after u-ii.g it a few c &valise! that eou were tight. I have
*ever hid a machine So•oas go ei work in my life. Alarmer rata put the portal stock on
the place to it and eat as meet EMIR in. day as geed awes to any other in.ehlhe sollItee
ea any one is to buy the ideal above all others. pa. J. A. SCHMIDT.
The Ideal Is Simply Perfect.
Hoeg tesvitta, eiv-.1 am so well Weaned with my ideal Mower tbsi I fa I It my :arty to
let, can me to its praises if you so wish. Y0:I cannot sey too e Itch
for .1 I ) • ; et. D. C. axr
Forbes 6. Bro
THE  I.XADER
LADIES'o.:
You are cordially invited
to attend the
Leader's
Opeiung
We
April tlit 3rd,
At half past rune.
' Our opening will ( .1 1
week, thereby giving ladies from
a distance a chance to see our dis-
play Of handsome pattern Hats
tad Bonnets.
'7; Wak IiComat
n these g ods: they must be
seen to be al reciated.
Misses Ma Allen, Ada Ken-
nedy and Julia Venah'e are con-
nected with the Leader, and will
I be pleased to see.their numerous
friends.
The Leader,
MRS. FLocRETrz Lz vY,
MANAGER.
THE- LEADER
103 MAIN STREET.
Caither & West,
-_TO BACCO-
COtsiMISSION MERCHANTS,
CASTOOIA
N.N.VaN VS.N.N.N\Vs.sa '‘‘ •
for Infants and Children.
THIRTY years' observation of Casteria with the patronage ofnaiLlions of persons, permit us to speak of it without guessing.
It is miguestionnisly the beet remedy for Infants and Children
the world has ever known. It is harmless. Children like it. It
gives than  health. It will save their lives. In it Mothers kayo
mouthing whiolaok aleaelatelt safe awl posiotleolly perfectt as sk
(Ana.. medicine.
Castoria destroys Worms.
eastoria allays Feverishness.
Castoria prevents vomiting Seim Curl.
Castoria eaves Tharrhicsa and Wind Colin
Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.
• Gairneoia eines Constipation and Flatalemery,
CaStaffig• asasereilairlIkt effects of earloolde acid gas or Judgements air:
Contort* does 'sot contain morphine, opium, or other sari:loth, property.
Casteria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach and bowels,
firing healthy and natural sleep.
Contort* is pat up In masseidas bottles only. It is not sold in balk.
Don't allow any en* to sell yew anything else on the plea or promise
that it is "just as good" and "will answer every purpose."
See that you get C-olleSeTe0-R-I-A.
The foe-simile
Idienoture of
le ea weary
4;7444:
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castor's.
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Ragsdale, Cooper Sc Co.,
—PROPRIETORS Or—
MAIN : STRUT : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH AND KLEVENTH,
Hopkinsville, - . - Kentucky.
W. E. RAGSDALE, Salesman
WORD BUILDING CONTEST.
PIIIZES.
GRAND PRIZE--FINEST CHICKERING PIANO..:.$75o.00
2d Prize—Sidebar buggy 
3d Prize—Pneumatic Tire Bicycle.:
'4th Prize—A Diamond Ring. •••-•
5th Prize—A Moline Farm Wagon.....:
5 PRIZES—TOTAL VALUE.... Sr
150.00
85.00
75.00
60.00
$1,120.00 1
The above prizes are offered to those
Who construct or form the largest num-
ber of words out of the letters found in
the prize word
R—E—P—U—T—A—T—I—O—N
OP UNDER THIson RUL.HH:
First-The first prize will be won by the
largest list, the second prize by the next
lamest list and so on to the fifth.
Second-The Itst of words must be writ-
ten in ink plainly, must be alphabetic-
ally arranged, numbered, signed by the
contestant and senrt in before May 20,
when the contest closes.
Third-Words used moot be roortish
and must be found th the dictionary.
If two words are spelled alike only one
can be used. Abbreviations. obsolete
words and names of persons or places are
barred. Lists purposely stuffed not con-
sidered.
Fourth-The same latter must not be
tined twice in one word, except the letter
T. which may be used twice in any word.
Oa it appears twice in the prise word.
Fifth-Each contestant moat become a
subscriber to the Omaha Weekly World-
Herald for one year. and must send his
dollar to pay for his subscripUon with his
list of words.
Sixth-Every contestant whose Ilst con-
tains as many as thirty words, whether he
wins a prise or not. ariel receive a port-
folio containing handsome photo engraved
copies of sixteen famous paintings-else
of each picture l0:12 inches, with his-
tory of the painting.
Seventh-In case two
nine lists contain the
words the one that is
be given preference.
Eighth-Frites will be
shipped to winners within
the contest closes.
or more prize win-
name number of
first received will
awarded and
ten days after
The Omaha Weekly World-Herald is the great free silver
coinage family paper of the northwest Its editor is Hon. W. J.
Bryan—the champion of silver, v ho has just retired from con-
gress. It is published in two parts, one of eight pages on Tues-
day. and the other of four pages on Friday of each week, hence
it is almoset as good as a daily for news. Its agricultural page,
edited by G W. Hervey, its literary department, its house-
hold articles and its short stories make it a welcome visitor in
any household. Subscription price ,L 00 per year. Address—
WORLD—HERALD,
Omaha, Nob.
Piscro Corte sow 03V3
;,."` Po-st
Tahtee (food. I win tine. r,
Bold by I)rueeigtn.
CONSUMPTION
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually advising others
to get it, Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
I ever used.—W. C. MILTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.—E. SHORE; Postmaster,
Sborey, Kansas, Dec. 218t, 1894. Li5,
PISO'S CURE FOR
.111.• 14/0 COligh Syrup.
Teo*. he in taw,.
Sold by Druggists.
Co N SU MP TION
ABERNATHY & CO.,
TOBACCO COMMISSION MERCHANTS
ClENTTNi..A.7.41
1017.11A.EitsMill[COT3355.10.
Hopkinsville Kentucky.
. C. HANBERRY, M. F. SHRYER
Peoples' Hanbery$Shryer,.A.P71:1Prprietors PLANTER'S WAREHOUSE.—Proprietors,—
ilopkinsville, • Ky 'Warehouse R. R. St.. bet. 10th & 11th,Hopkinaville, Ky.
....-ereseri %Toot t •vereeesoreememitegew
• a*----•• ••
HERE'S
How Ow Late Guests Feel in
Regard to the People of
Hopkinsville.
The Leuleville Cononerci.1 in its
editorial columns says:
"The "embers of the Grand Array
of the R.pubite who have returned
from Hopkiusville are loud in their
praise of that beautiful little city,
and profuse in their expressions of
appreciation of the generous hospi-
tality and courtesy whieh marked the
official mid personal bearing of that
community and its citiz toes toward
their °resole Olon. The Commander-
in Chief of the Grand Army °rum'.
action was visibly affected by the
heartiness and sincerity of the hospi-
table greeting extended to him, a id
went away convinced that what he
saw in Hopkinsville was a true in
cation of the generous and na Ional
feeling with which the hoots t f the
Grand Army will be received 'When
they visit Louisville.
Hopkins e e of most beau-
tiful little cities In the country and
its appearance indicates lu every way
enterprise, thrift and prosperity.
The streets are worthy of the Cody
of the B eard of Public Works
Though made on the macadam plan,
they are rnaooth and clean as
our kephalt, and made the rather
long march arranged for the proces-
sion which signalized the occasion
lees tiresome.
The local camp of Confederate vet-
erans turned out in full strength, and
marching in column with their old
freer, but now fellow-citizens, showed
that they had lost no more than their
fair share of the vigor that made
them the most gallant antegoulets
that brave men ever had to meet
There was never a more successful or
a more enjoyable meeting of the
State Encampment of the G. A. R.,
than that just held in Hapkinsville,
and none who par,Impated in it will
ever forget the pleasant time they
had mere or the generous reception
they met from that genuine Kentuc-
ky community "
The Circus.
The circus Saturday was without
doubt one of the best that the people
of this city and county ever had the
pleteure of seeing. The riding was
good; the trapeze actingiewas most
excellent. The double eummereault
from the top of the tent was one of
the most wonderful feats ever per-
formed by any acrobat. That att
alone was worth the price of admis-
sion. While the crowd in attendanc •
was not to large as rti tny ee
have bad in this city, yet the day's
receipts were entirely satisfactory to
the managers of the concern.. But for
the silly report that there was email
pox rnoang the employee of the cir
elle, the attendance w w id have been
much larger. We fail to see how for
one instant people could have given
credence to such • report, for if they
would stop to think (they could see
that the cirous managers could not
take a small pox patieut with them,
because other member's of the circus
as a m ttter of self •protettion wnul d
not, could not have &i-lowed it. Then
again any person with the disease
could not have traveled.
Tbeee reports not only did the cir-
cus harm but they have hi-en circu-
lated in regard to our town for weeks
It has been reported for some weeks
that there were a uunuber of caeee of
small pox in Hopkinsville, when the
fact is that there has not been a case
here for more than fourteen years.
Our people will remember the peat
house out on Stites' hill ; -well that'e
the last time that we ever had small
pox in Hopkinsville. Small pox is
not near so contagious as the majori-
ty of the people seem to think.
Princeton is the closest that small
pox has been to uo and that is thir-
ty-one miles distant, and there could
not possibly be any danger. The re-
ports about the disease were started
by persons who were interested in
keeping peoyle away from Hopkins-
ville;-a 'selfish motive was at the
bottom of the whole I ff air.
We fail to see why people should
have such a:dread of small pm-x, as
there are a large number of diseases
much harder to handle than small
pox. Yellow fever, typhoid fever,
measles, and various other ills that
the human flesh is heir to are far, far
more to be dreaded. A very email
minority of small pox cases termi-
nate fatally. Tnere is never a time
that there are not small pox cases in
cities of a hundred thousand or moue
people, and little attention is paid to
It because it is so easily handled and
not one-tenth leo liable to be con-
tracted as the majority of persons
think. The Surgeon General of New
York, wboee official duty it is to
keep the nontality reports, shows
that in the entire United States there
have been only 373 deaths this year
when several thousand people have
had the disease. Hundreds dieter ty-
phoid fever where one dies of email
pox, and thousands die of couennep•
Lion, and yet nobody becomes panic-
stricken on account of those two ma-
ladies.
•
The Cause.
A short while since, two weeks ago,
the country was etrrtled by the horni
tile death of Mollie E asley, an orphan
girl who lived with an uncle and his
family, named Lorrob, near Prince-
ton. It was not at first known
whether or not she suicided-indica-
Hong pointing to foul murder, but
she did suicide. The Princeton Ban-
ner of last Friday pap:
"When Mollie Easley killed her-
self two weeks ago it was' staled by
the family that she had left no letter
behind to explain her action. Since
that time a letter has been found ad-
dressed to Henry Dorroh, accusing
him of being the author of her shame
and asking hint to do something for
her. She wrote that she knew that
he would not marry her "for all the
money in the world" but she thought
it his duty to help her in some way
She says that she knows he is gone,
and suspicion may rest on his broth-
ers, who lived at home, but adds that
they are innocent in thought, word
and deed.
"There has been a great deal of idle
and mischevioun talk about his case,
but this letter, written by the girl's
own hand, with death in front of her,
ought to settle the matter and place
the guilt where it belongs. The let-
ter was submitted to the editor of
this paper, and the stateuatents above
were extracted from it."
•
e
seellee'wellfintrewseeeetweoespergeOwsupligaggimpesee
A Dateless gounty jury, after find-
log Jay Morgan guilty of calling an
old man to his door at night and
shooting him to death, found a way
to let the murderer off with a sen-
tence, of five years,.
All Over KentIcky.
At Lexington Treasurer B. B.
Wilsou has announced himself a
Democratic candidate for Mayor of
Lexiogtoe.
At Franafort the State Board of
Eqtollsetion added 16 per cen'. to
Hardin county'. land assessment,
and 5 per cent to the risme class of
property in Clay county.
Hon. Joseph Nce has been sued for
divorce at Owensboro. His wife was
Mies Irene Oates, of Louisville.
Abandonment Is alleged.
The Fiscal Curt of Hickman couto
ty reduced the salary of the County
Judge from $700 to $500 a year, but
the Judge think, the out uncalled for
and will appeal to the Circolt (Joint.
Backeville, Logan county, is exalt-
ed over the presence of a panther, or
like beast, in that vicinity and a posse
is being organized to hunt the animal
down. Ite 'reek meatier-1e seven and
one-half inebee, and it is supposed to
have escaped from s traveling show.
The Hon. Fenton Simms, who rep-
resented Trigg county in the lower
house during the last two sessions of
the General Assembly, has announc-
ed his candidacy for the Sate Senate
from the district composed of the
counties of Trigg, Calloway and Liv-
iugetoo.
The Third Railroad COMIMIellIOD
District Committee has decided by
proxy to bold the convention to nom-
inate a candidate June 7, at Winches
ter. Delegates will be selected June
I, at county mass conventions.
Chairman of the committee bad the
thing all to himself, all the com-
mitteetneu heviog sent him their
proxy.
J S. Searcy has withdrawn from
the race for It 'presentative from
Fayette county on the Republican
ticket. He did this in the interest of
party harmony, fearing the discord
his candidacy threatened might in-
jure the chances of Col. Bradley and
the Rspublican State ket.
Still the fight for Itig Sandy oil ter
ritory goes blissfully on, and the
Standard ts daily encountering more
obstacles. The Ouyandotte Coal
Laud Association owniug large land
tracts in West Virginia are disposing
of great slices of territory to Penn-
sylvania and Ohio operators, while
B. J. Prichard & Co , Wayne, W.Va.,
are taking all the leases they can pos.
eibly secure as a matter of specula-
tioc.
Peduca I's City Council has passed
an ordinance requiring all persona
over two years r f age to be vaccina-
ted. There is a great deal of k'ching
over the aciloee1f the board, but tto se
who tofu' (omit will be arrested
and to Ai the City Court, the
penalty. Jelin g $9 per day for all who
refuse to be vaccinateed. A physic-
ian and two officers corralled a num-
ber of necroses in a restaurant and
Inoculated sixty-eix of the darkeye
with vaccine virus.
Buckleu's Arnica Sane.
The Best Salve in the world tot
Cuts, Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skip Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect Wider"-
JiOn cr money refuoded. Price 26
tents per box. For Kale by B. C.
Efardwick, Hopkineville Ky
Died At Evansville.
Rev. W. 0. L. (Omit', a Cumber-
land Presbyterian minister, who up
to a short while ego resided near
Hopkinsville, died Friday in Evans-
ville, at the Thornton Home, an in-
stitution provided for the ministers
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church who Leconte unable on se-
count of age or from any cause to
provide for themselves. Mr. Q mite
had been in that institution since he
left this city. A telegram was sent
to this city requesting Rev. A. C. Bid-
dle to go to Evansville and preach
Mr. Q raite'e funeral, but Mr. Biddle
was absent from the city.
System All Run Dawn.
Centreville, Ky. March 21, 1896.
My system was all run down. My
eye were weak and pained me cons-
tantly, and I had to take to my bed
for days at a time. I began taking
Hood'e S arssparilla. ant in a short
time I saw that it was doing me gocd
I am still taking Hood's liaroaparilla
aud ern gaining. I intend to take it
until I am cured." B F. Evans.
Hood's POle cure sick :beadsche,
indigestion.
Lots of Urand parents.
The Kirksey correspondent in the
Murray Ledger says: "Millard
Riley'''. children have more grand-
parents living than anybody I kuow
of. There is their Grandfather and
Grandmother Edwards and Great•
grandfather and Great-grandmother
Edward.', and Great-grandfather and
Great-grandmother Lawrence on
their mother's side, and grandmother
end:otep-grandfather on their father's
side, makicg eight grandparents, and
they were all but one at a barn-rais-
ing at Millard Itiley's a few days ago.
The ages of these old people range
from forty-five to seventy-seven
years."
Our Streets.
The people of this city ought to be
proud cf the streets that the D.mo-
credo councils have built. Toe U. A.
It. men all commented on them, and
the Louisville Commercial editorially
recommended that the B eard of Pub-
lic Works at Louisville inspect them,
and take lessons from us when they
build streets in that city in the
future. This all comes from having
good business men in our council,
men who consider the every interest
of the city, and wi.o, while careful
with the public money, do not adopt
a pettily wise and pound foolish
policy in regard to street build log.
John Feland, Jr., For President.
For some days the name of Mr.
John Felsod, ./1 , has been used in
connection with the Presidency of the
Republican League of Kentucky.
Mr. Felatoi says throug the press that
he is not a candidate for the place,
but that as a matter of course he would
take the (nice if elected to it.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day
"Mystic Cure" for rheumatism and
neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3
days. Its action upon the system is
remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at once the cause and the di-
erase immediately disappears. The
that dose greatly benefits, 75 cents
Scld by R C. Hardwick, diuggIst
Hepkineville. O&M wly
IT MAKES PEOPLE WELL!
Paine's Celery Compound Is As Superior to the
Ordinary Spring Medicine as the Diamond
Is Better than Cheap Glass.
When women become
homes, children, friends,
suffer.
With an impaired nervous system
pure blood is impossible; health is
Impossible.
Wny not be well ?
Women and men all over the court-
*try whose strength and vitality haeb
been brought down during the wine,.
months are now taking Paine's celery
compound, because their physicians
order it, or because they have learned
fr om other equally trustworthy
sources its unfailing power of build-
ing up strength, revigorating the
nerves, purifying the blood and mak-
ing people well.
Paine's celery compound continues
week after week and year after year
to cure the most difficult cases of
nervous weakness, and to renow the
health of countless ailing, deeponding
women.
In valids,
all must
Paine's celery compound is relied
on with imp licit confidence by
thousands of diligent wage earners,
who must keep up their strength at
this taying season.
But when labor is excessive, pro-
tracted or dose under great mental
and bodily strain, as is usually the
case with the work women are called
o do, the heeith of the nerves should
be carefully watched over, and the
small beginnings of nervous weak-
ness immediately checked by the use
of Paine's celery compound. The
smallest as well as the largest cities
are full of brave women who might
lead dependent lives, but prefer to
work. They keep well and equal to
their duties by prompt recourse to
this genuine nerve regulator and
blood renewer, Palers'e celery com-
pound, whenever they feel overwork-
ed, rya down and in danger of serious
illness. This great spring remedy
to-clay enables countless men and
‹i4
women to keep steadily st:werk with
strong, well-fed nerves and healthy,
richly-nourished blood and tissue,.
Every woman, if she is "run down"
lin poor health, fretful or weak, if her
blood is ID poortcondition, her DerVell
unstrung,-every such woman should
heed such testimonials as this from
Miss Fifth R. Meek, of Fail River,
Mass , whose picture is given above:
"I was advised by a friend to try
Paine's celery compound, " ways Miss
Meek, "as I was all run down from a
long season of bard work and travel.
Nothing that I have ever taken tom
had such a speedy and lasting effect
upon me. I am now advising all my
friend, to take it. For that tired, ir-
ritable condition resulting from an
over-taxed nervous system, there is
nothing to Equal it.
Takes Paine's celery compound
now.
It makes people well.
Democratic State Convention
Following is the call for the
Democratic S•ate Convention:
"Resolved, That on June 15 there
be held at each voting prechyt at the
regular voting place in each county
and legislative district a convention
of the voters thereof at 2 o'clock p. m.
to select delegates to a county or
legislative district convention to be
held at the county seat, except that
in counties or cities composed of
more than one legislative district,
thedeiegates ball meet at some place
to be designated by the respective
legislative committees, on Monday
June 17, at 2 o'clock p. :m , and at
said county and district convention
delegates shall be chosen to reptesent
said counties and legislative district
in a State convention to be held on
Tuesday, June 25, at 12 o'clock.
" The basis of representation on
the part of each precinct ,to said
county and legislative district uon-
vention shall be one delagte for each
arty votes cast for the Democratic
electors at the presidential election
In 1692, and also one delegate for each
fraction aler twenty-hive votes so
cast; provided, however, that such
precincts as cast less than twenty-
five votes for said elector .shall be
entitled to one delegate.
"The basis of representation to the
State Convention from counties and
legislative districts shall be one dele-
gate for every 200 votes and each
fraction over 100 votes for the Demo-
cratic electors at the Presidential
election in 1892; provided, however,
trial such mantles as cast 100 votes or
less for said electors shall be entitled
to one delegate "
SUPPLEMENTAL RULES ADOPTED BY
'1 HE STATE IX EC UTI E COMM I rTKE
March 39, 1895.
The rules heretofore adopted by
the State Executive Committee in
so far as they apply to holding pre-
cinct meetings on June 15, 1695, are
amended as follows, viz:
The voters now residing within the
boundaries of the several voting pre-
cincts as they were fixed and located
at the November election held in
1892, will assemble at the places at
which tne election was held in said
precincts in November, 1892, and se-
lect delegates as heretofore directed
Changes made in precinct lines since
November election, 1892, by the crew
Lion of new precincts or the altera-
tion of old oues, will be ignored in
holding these precinct meetings.
By order of the State Executive
Committee.
•
Then For the Fun.
The Crittenden Press says: "Peti-
tions asking the county court to sub-
mit the question of prohibition to
the voters of the county are being
circulated for signatures, and the re-
quisite number have signed the pa-
per. At the next term of county
court the election will probably be
ordered. Then for the fun."
Wives to Spare.
William Hendrick has been ar-
rested in M iddlestoro for horse steal-
ing. It has been found since his in-
carceration that he has seven living
wives, none of whom he is divorced
from. By the time the gay and fes-
tive Billy gets through with his horse
and wife business be will be old
enough to mcod his ways,
APPLICANTS NUMEROUS.
Fifty D. amends Want to be Deputy
Controller of the Treasury.
Ppeclal to the New Ers.
Washington, April 20 -No fewer
than fifty Democrats have applied
for the Deputy Controllership of the
Treasury. Some of these applications
came by telegraph on the day that
Deputy Controller Manger died. The
President has turned a deaf ear on all
the applicants, and would not con-
sider the question of a eucceesor until
the late Deputy Controller was
buried. His funeral took place at
Richmond, Mo., yesterday.
To Evansville.
The L. & N. will run a special train
to Evansville on Sunday, the 2EOh
inst , from Nashville at reduced rates
for the round trip. The train will
leave Nashville at 8 a. m. and arrive
at Evansville at noon. Trail will
leave Evansville afternight on its re-
turn trip. The occasion of the run-
ning of the train is big game of base
ball at Cook's Park and other games
of interest. The NEW ERA has re-
ceived complimentary tickets to this
entertainment, which it knows will
be good, hav„ing seen similar enter-
tainments under the management of
Mr. rook and his assistants.
Henry Watterson.
Henry Waltersoo will deliver Lie
lecture on Abraham Lincoln at Mad-
isonville on May 21.
Married.
At Madisonville Thursday evening
Miss Sittlenie Belle Nisbett Was mar-
ried to Mr. Barton Crutchfield, ot the
Christian church.
• 03.-
Maintained.
The raise made by the State Board
of Equalization in the assessment of
Christian county taxes was sustained
-4 per cent on county property. The
gentleman from here were elcqueut
in their protest, but it wouldn't work.
The sto riff is now eoil-cting 1895
taxes, having been officially notified
to do so.
NEW DISCOVERY.
Among thie many discoveries of
the present age, none sank higher
than the net, metal si.vereen, which
owing to Its great durability and
cheapness is bound to take the place
of silver in the manufacture tot fine
tableware.
Silvereen lea beautiful white metal
will not tarnish or rust, and all goods
made from it are warranted.
We want every one to have a
°boom to compare silvereen with
silver, so for the next sixty days we
are. going to give away one half dozen
Crown Silver Tea Spoons free, to
every person who will send for one
of our Terry's Silvereee sets, contain-
lug six Tea Spoons, one Sugar Shell,
one Butter Knife. If at any time
the Silvereen :goods do not prove
satiefactory, return them and your
money will be refunded. Remembr
we give you the Silver Spoons.
Price of Silvereen *et, $2 00.
Tot TOLEDO SiLvin Co.,
w2y • TOLEDO. 0
4.0 a we
Priee's oream Baking Powdsve
Isfsrar • Feu homes* Moser mail Lasiosila
a..
WAITING
Is Kentucky's Goremor,
He Will Announce His
Currency Views
I
n the Proper Time and Pro-
per Place," He Declares.
(Cincinnati Enquirer)
Frankfort, Ky., April 20 -"You
can say for vie that at the proper
time and place I will explain muesli
fully with regard to all the issues be-
fore the people," said Governor John
Young Brown. He spoke in repip to
a question as to his attitude toward
the currency and his intentions re-
garding the Senatorial campaign. He
declined most firmly to say what his
views on coinage are, nor would he
vouchsafe the slightest hint as to
when or where he would take the
stump to further his Senatorial aspi-
rations.
Endeavor State Convention.
The time is fast approaching for the
annual State Christian Endeavor
Convention which is to be held in
Louisville May 23-26. Already quit.
a number of names have been sent
to the chairman of the entertainment
committee and we hope before the
time arrives that fatly sevonty-five
will have made up their minds to at-
tend. It will be • grand and helpful
gathering of christien young people
and the program promises to be an
interesting and profitable one, as
some of the most prominent men in
the country will take part. The fare
frrnt Hopkinsville will be $5 08 for
the round trip and free entertainment
for all the endeavoneduring tber stay
there. Any information in regard to
the trip will be cheerfully given by
Mr. Horace Condy,who has charge of
the excursion from here.
Devotion.
A German gentleman, whom, wife
and three children were drowned in
the Elbe, has made the voyage from
Hamburg to Southampton on board
the Ems. When the fatal spot where
the Elbe went down was reached,
the captain of the Ems slowed up
the ship so as to allow the bereaved
husband and father to lower into the
sea a great wreath of flowers, weight-
*4:1 with lead -Evansville Bulletin.
'Iwo Lives Saved,
Mrr. Phoebe Thomas, of Juncteen
City, Ill , was told ay tier doctors she
had consumption and that there was
no hope for her, but two bottles Do
King's New Discovery completely
cured her and she says it saved his
life. Mr. Tor:mike Eggers, 189 Florida
St., San Francisco, suffered from
dreadful cold, approaching ooneutup-
t ion, tried without result everything
else, then bought one bottle of Dr.
King's New Discovery and in two
weeks was cured. He is amorally
thankful. It issuob results, of which
these are samples, that prove the
wonderful efftrany of ibis medicine
'mush a and eolds. Free trial bot-
C. Hard wi sek's drug store.
as 60 cents and $1.
Call on us when yo o want halo
ea- \s.
iwt
-
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THE RONEY QUESTION.
A dispatch from Washington says
that the interest in the silver ques-
tion could not be more animated if a
national election was close at hand
and this was the chief issue. Presi-
dent Cleveland's declaration that
"the line of battle is drawn between
the forces of safe ourrenoy and those
of Cheer monometalism" is accepted
by the bimetallic men as a notice
that the time has oome to fight.
"Silver monometalism" is a phrase
which the advocate* of the free win-
age of silver and geld do not like.
They onset this ugly sound by °barg-
ing President Cleveland with lb*
heinous offense of "gold monotnetal-
ism." From Mr. Cleveland's letter
be less wild on the eutj sot of gold
monossetallem as Senator Jones is
on silver monometalisni. The pnti•
the bimetallist doe. net approve of
the views of Cleveland nor of Jones
son the financial question, for both of
them are extremuita.
Senator Pugh, of Alabama, says
that some people have become so
reckless as to assert that the Demo-
crats who favor the restoration of
silver to free coinage are making war
on the Democratic party. He says
if this be tru• there are at least, 4,-
000,000 Democrats in the United
States who are engaged in that busi-
ness, and yet not a single one of them
has changed his opinion or party re-
lations. He further claims that
among the Fifty-odd United Sena-
tors of all parties who will take their
seats next December are ready to
vote for the free coinage of silver, he
can name twenty-five Senators who
are as true to their parties as any
man living.
The bimetalio League is waging a
vigorous campaign in every portion
of the Mississippi Valley, not:only by
the dissemination of literature in fa-
vor of the free coinage of silver and
gold, but by the establishment of
branches of the League. And they
will utilize Mr. Cleveland's recent
letter to accentuate the impression
that the President is arraying _him-
self with the moneyed interest of the
country, and "against the masses."
The claim that the bankers and the
capitalists are the inherent enemies
of the other classes of the people
forms one of the stock phrasesuf the
extreme silvEr men and they taunt
the people with the "oppression of
Wall street."
SHOULD BE A TINKLY WARNING.
There had been a prolonged dry
spell in Texas, so, on Sunday, the
eloquent evangelist, Dwight Moody,
who was holding a big revival at
Fort Worth, called upon his audi-
ence of 10,000 peoplo to join him in a
prayer that the flood-gates of heaven
might be opened. That was at the
afternoon 4 o'clock meeting. At
night when the Tabernacle was
crowded with 10,000 people from
Fort Worth and surrounding cities
Mr. Moody announced that word had
come from several points that rain
had fallen. A few minates later the
storm burst on Fort Worth and tor-
rents of rain fell,then Mr.Moody gave
thanks to God, and called upon the
congregation to join in singing:
"Coronation." and "All Hall the
Power of Jesus' Name, It Angels
Prostrate Fall."
The song had surged forth from 10,-
000 voices when a cracking 134:4110 was
beard, and then the roof sank and
the rafters gave way, and then the
heavy timbers and boards covered
with tar and gravel came down on a
portion of the congregation. There
was a panic. Scores upon scores of
women fainted, some men lost thel
heads and piled pelt well over th
near them.
A great panic was caused, many
persons were wounded by tbe falling
of boards, and the trampling upon
the weak by the strong in the frantic
effort to get out of the building was
deplorable. One man badly injured
will die; four got their legs broken;
and forty others were more or lees 11424
Mouldy injured.
This shows plainly that therd
should be reason and moderation In
the exercise of the prrvilege of pray-
er, and the fact of the great eollapee
of the Texas Tabernacle, In response
to an extravagant and unguaged re-
quest for water, ought to be a timely
warning to sensational preachers and
congregations and prevent their in-
dulging In petItione for water on
such a big scale. The "floodgates of
heaven" is an expreseion that will
likely be omitted from .the aquatic
prayers of the citizens of the Lone
Star Slate in the future.
SOUTHERN IIIIGRA-
TION JOURNAL.
Messrs. Thomas G. Morse manager
and editor and M. C. Morse, associate
editor, have issued at Louisville the
first number of the Southern Imi+
gration Journal. It is a sixteen-page
munthly Journal, and is published
solely for the purpose of encouraging
immigration In the South. It will
o yawn accurate anti ;reliable infor-
mation about the Southern States
that will make it of great value to
Northern people: who desire to mak*
homes and invest capital in that fa.
voted section, as well as the progres-
sive and wide-awake ;Southern men
,e0 interested lith
e material welfare of
their sectioi.:It will have as contrib-
utors some of the ablest and best in-
formed men, whose interesting con-
tributions will contain convincing
facts. A remarkable ignorance pre-
•alls in the:Northern States in:regard
to the ei,nith, which altruthful state-
ment of facts, it is believed, would
go very far towards1 removing. The
manager of the Sonthern Immigra-
tion Journal very properly $ deems it
forth. beet Interest of the South to
have the truth, and nothing bat the
truth, told about that attractive por-
tion of our country, and will pursue
the honest and equitable course of
not discriminating :In favor of one
Southern State or section over anoth-
er, but will give all a fair miaow.
The importance of:thief:journal will
doubtless be appreciated by every
progressive 02112 in the South, and by
Northern home:seeker*.
Mr. Thomas G. Morse, the manager
of this 'valuable publication, was for-
merly • well-known Lexington news-
paper man, and was for ;a Kline a
pride awake legislative correspon-
dent at Frankfort, and has been en-
gaged In newspaper work at other
*441411111.11Miemegeggprea•
•
1-11-1i.). 'et
placer'. He has the capacity neces-
sary to make his journal valuable to
the South, and deserves the support
of that section.
A RASCALLY SCHEME.
Several months ego a scheme was
formulated whereby a few men hoped
to get rich. This Was to:settle a sec-
tion of land which had been obtained
from the Mexican Government with
negroes from the Southern States.
The prej•ct was widely advertised,
and the inducements offered to the
negro.s were very glowing. Rellroati
fare was to be advanced and paid
back out of crops made in four years.
Clothing, provisions, medicines &on,
were also to be advanced.
The lands were described as very
productive, and the prices of cotton
and corn were said to be much higher
than those prevailing in these Uuited
States. In fact a picture was drawn
of a regular Eldorado. By these
moans the promoters of the scheme
immured 11,300 0114113, women and chil-
dren for the enterprise. More than
1,200 of theme deluded and wronged
people are still kept there by armed
guards, worked under a system of
slavery worse than the Russian exiles
In Siberia, without many of the ne-
cessaries of life-with DO schools nor
churches-without ;even the privacy
of sleeping apartments-most of them
being forced to sleep on the ground
without even a tent, simply having
tb•earth for a mattress and the sky
for a cover. A few pens like cattle
pens have been built of adobe brick
of sunburned clay and the roofs
thatched with grass, into which
many are huddled. Taey have but
little to eat and that of very repul-
sive kind. Several of the negroes es-
coped from the guards, and have
come hack to this country and told of
this groat outrage.
BUCKNER THE CORING RAN.
The Cincinnati Enquirer g.ves the
following as the correct status of the
Senatorial contest In Kentucky:
"Meantime, while the fight is going
on between Blackburn and McCreary
it is suspected that the shrewd old
fox, Simon Bolivar Buckner, is gain-
ing ground all the time. In all the
factional strife in Kentucky It is sig-
nificant that nobody says anything
against General Buckner. Brown,
McCreary, Blackburn, and even Car-
lisle, have their enemies in plenty,
but if General Buckner bars any im-
placable critics they are not of that
variety who manifest themselves by
bitter remarks and wild threats. His
war record is without tisw, his career
as a private citizen has been digni-
fied and upright, and his administra-
tion of the office of Governor wee
clean and without scandal. The
only objection at all urged to hie
Senatorial ambition with any perti-
nacity is his inability as an orator,
but this iv largely overcome by the
growing feeling that the average
Senator does entirely too much talk-
ing anyway, and the times demand a
class of Senators who will do more
hard work and lees talking. From
this standpoint it is the opinion of
such well informed Democrats as
Major Luke C. Norman that, leaving
out of consideration the strength
which naturally attaches to that can-
didate who the most clearly defines
his attitude:to the free coinage of
silver, General Buckner is the com-
ing candidate in the Senatorial race."
THE BlIETALLIC STANDARD.
The Democratic advocates of the
free coinage of both silver and gold
a bimetallic standard, will have a say
as to the financial plank in the nat-
ional platform of 1896. They repre-
sent a majority of the members of
the Democratic party, and their rec-
ord in Congrese on this question fur-
ther justifies them in asking that
their wished be respectei when the
convention to nominate a President
is held next year. As far back as
1877 the Democrats in the national
House of Representatives voted 10 to
in favor et the free coinage of both
silver and gold. Again in 1890 they
voted 8 to 1 in favor of it; and in the
United States Senate every Demo-
cratic •020 was cast for such a propo-
sition. In 1891 the United States
Senate again voted on the question,
and fully nine-tenths of the Demo-
cratic Senators voted the same way.
In 1892 there was another vote in the
lower broach of Congress, in which
the Democratic members had a ma-
jority of twenty-one in favor of the
proposition. At other times Demo-
cratic support has been given to the
bi-metallic caustewith sufficient force
to commit the peril to that sound fi-
nancial doctrine. Hence the bimet-
allic standard should be one of the
leading planks of the next Democrat-
ic platform, and very likely will be.
DID NOT SCARE ANYBODY.
President Cleveland's recent letter
on the financial question may have
been intended for a demoralizing
cannon shot into the ranks of the free
coinage of both gold and silver army
-the bimetallist' of this country-
but It has only created a ripple on the
surface. Even the silver monomet-
allist' were not scared. Two or three
very striking answers to the letter
have already appeared in print. The
bimetallists think Mr. Cleveland has
invited argument and information
that will towels ze his side of the cape,
and are rather pleased that he has
taken up his pen and written an
open letter. They say that in a criele
like the present it is not the mere
fact of a man being President that
convinces thoughtful people who are
not beholden to the Administration
for offices, but facts and argument.
Tbe enthusiasm with which the
President's letter was received by the
capitalists, brokers and Wall Street
operators of New York City is pointed
to by the bimetallist" very trium-
phantly.
JAPAN'S WONDERFUL
ACHIEVEMENT.
Japan, after a comparitively short
campaign, has whipped China and
obliged the latoar country to accept
terms of peace that are very galling.
Strange to say a nation of 40,000,000
of people has put under subjection a
nation of 450,000,000.
It is interesting to consider the
causes that led to this remarkable
achievement. Some of the mystery
is cleared away when we remember
that the Japsoese are both patriotic
and selfssacrificing. The Chinese, on
the other hand, are self-indulgent
and have little or no love of country.
From the beginning of the war,
civilized and enlightened nations ex-
tended their sympathy to Japan. It
seemed evident that any improve-
ment in China's status must be
brought snout heroic treatment, in
other words,* sound thrashing. Even
Li Hung Chang, China's leading
man, realised this, and now acknow-
edgee that the higher interest of
civilisation have been subserved by
his country's defeat.
The census figures oomeernIng the
insurance business show that the
amount of fire and marine insurance
carried by the people of the United
States in 1890 was $120,067,=5,826, and
hat for this protection the policy-
holders paid $1,156,460,612, or 96 cents
on every hundred. In the payment
of looses, the amount returned to the
floured was 56 cents on every dollar
et premiums paid. The volume of
Spring
Medicine
Is so important that you should be sure
to get THE BEST. Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla has proven its unequalled merit by
its thousands of remarkable cures, and
the fact that it has a larger sale than
any other sarsaparilla or blood puri-
fier shows the great confidence the
people have in it. In fact it is the
Spring Medicine. It cores all blood
diseases, builds up the nerves and
gives such strength to the whole system
that, as one lady puts it, "It seemed to
make me anew."
If you decide to take Hood's Sarsa-
parilla for your Spring Medicine do
not buy any substitute. Be sure IA get mothers." line.S.Asitwoirrii, Eaton,O.
"I was all broken down in health,
so weak and nervous I was hardly
able to be up. I had severe pains in
my side, and headache. I would often
have to stop when going up-stairs on
account of palpitation of the heart.
I had no appetite and a distressed feel-
ing in my stomach. I resolved to try
Hood's Sarsaparilla. I took two bot-
tles and have not had a spell of sick
headache for four mouths, feel well,
work all day and eat heartily. My
friends remark how well I am looking.
I think all nervous, run down people
ought to take it, especially nursing
HOOD'S
Sarsaparilla
There has been placed upon the
market lately a "self closlag umbrel-
la," which promises to effect quite a
revolution in this useful appliance.
The umbrella that has so long been
in use has always required the use of
two hands to open It. Henceforth
the umbrella is to be opened with
one hand only. Press a spring close
to the handle and the umbrella opens
itself. A spring has been released
which quickly and firmly opens it,
and keeps it open, at the same time
'doing to its strength. The addition
I. eminently simple, and the extra
cost over theirs( an ordinary umbrel-
la is trilling. The new style will
doubtless be received by umbrella
purloiners with as much favor as the
old. If somebody would only invent
an nustealable umbrella everybody
would rise up and call him blessed.
$100 Reward, 8100.
The reader of this paper will be
pleased to learn that their is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-
ing a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act-
ing directly on the blood and muc ,us
surfaces of the system, thereby de-
stroying the foundation of the diatomic
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as-
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative power., that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of Legit-
moniale. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, To-
ledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75c. 2
A MANIAC
Luther Radford, of This Coun-
ty, Serving a Life
Sentence
In the Frankfort Penitentiary,
Becomes a Having Maniac
and is Transferred
to an Asylum.
Luther Radford, who was given a
life sentence in the Circuit Court in
this city ten years ago, and who has
since that time been confined in the
penitentiary at Frankfort, became a
raving maniac a few days ago, and
has been reepited by Governor
Brown, as is the action usually taken
when a convict becomes insane. Yes-
terday Redford was taken from the
penitentiary and carried befere Judge
Cantrill, of the Franklin county Cir-
cuit Court, on a writ of lunacy. The
court at once ordered him to be taken
to an Asylum for the Insane. If Rad-
ford's reason should ever be restored
he will then be taken back to the
penitentiary to spend the remainder
of his life.
During the ten years that Radford
has been in the penitentiary be is
said to have been an exemplary pris-
oner. About a year ago he was as-
saulted by a vicious fellow-convict,
who knocked him down and dislocat-
ed his his shoulder. Whether or not
this had anything to do with Rad-
ford's insanity is not known by the
prison officials, but at any rate the
gradual loss of reason set in soon af-
terward, and a few days ago he was
found to be a raving maniac. He
may never regain his reason,
Most of the citizens of Hopkinsville
and Christian county can doubtless
easily recall to mind the crime for
which he was sent to the peuitentiary,
as the details of it were published in
the newspapers all over Kentucky,
and attracted much attention. Rid-
ford killed Jacob Torian and severely
wounded Peter Adcock. Jacob Tor-
ino) was managing the farm of Mrs.
Dave Steger, in South Chrietiau and
Adcock lived about a mile from there,
on the farm of Ed Steger. On the
niget of Tuesday,December 23rd,1684,
Torten and Adcock were sitting at a
table writing some letters in the room
of Torten. Suddenly a shot was fired
through one of the windows of the
room and Torian fell out of his chair
dead. Adcock jumped up to run out
of the room, but as he was in the act
of doing et> a secoud gun shot rang
out anti he fell to the floor, having
been severely wounded in the should-
er.
At first a negro who had had a dif-
ficulty with some one on the place
was suspected and by an investiga-
tion showed that he was elsewhere at
the time. Ou Friday night following
the murder Luther Itsdford, who was
then constable in the Longview pre-
cinct was arrested for the crime, as
circumstances pointed to him. He
was indicted at the March term fol-
lowing, but as Adcock was not able
to appear in court the case was not
tried until the September term. The
trial began on Monday, September
20th, 1885, and lasted five days, and
on Saturday, September 25th, 1885 the
ury in the case returned a verdict of
-guilty" and fixed Radford's punish-
ment at confinement In the peniten-
tiary for life, and in a few days he
was taken to Frankfort where he has
since been. The evidence upon
which he was convicted was circurn•
stantiai, but was so strong that twelve
good men did not hesitate about the
verdict of "guilty." It le thought
hat Radford's motive was jealousy
as he was in love with, or at least
was said to have been in love with a
youue lady to whom it was, reported
hat Torian was engaged. Red-
ford had able counsel, but the chain
of circumstances was so strong that
a link could not be broken.
Radford's insanity may 110013 cause
his death. In his rational moments,
If he has any, he doubtless hopes that
t may, and thus release him from
his troubles.
$2600 to $60 00 per week using and
selling Old Reliable Plater. Every
family has rusty, woru knives, forks,
spoons, etc. quickly plated by dip-
insurance is now much larger, of ping in melted metal. No experi
ence
course, but the relative facts are prob.. S
pr hard work; a good situation. Ad-
ably about the same, to, 14 Columbus, Ohio,
MO W. P H•RRISON at CO., Clerk
• -
f
'
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W. C.T. U. DEPARTMENT.
If you wish &dish of nice ice cream
call at the W. C. T U. lunch room
where it will be nicely served.
•114.
Mrs. Joab Brasher has charge of
the W. C. T. U. Lunch room and w.11
serve hot dinner every day at 26_1 per
meal. She le also prepared to do
plain sewing and any patronage
will be gratefully reoeived.
•••
The W. C. T. U. will meet at 4
o'clock on 'Thursday afterunou in-
stead of 3 o'olock. All members will
please take notice.
The W. C T. U. meets on Thursday
afternoon at a o'clock, in their room
on ieh street.
•••
The three mightiest weapons the
W. C. T. U. have are the Bible with a
"Thus saith the Lord" proclaimed,
the prayer meeting, "When two or
three are gathered together in My
name," and the Faith that brings a
response, "be it unto thee even as
tbou wilt."
The saloon must • go,for the last bolt
of white ribbon manufactured by the
W. C. T. U. will soon belt the world.
•••
It is said that a saloon keeper gets
eight cents profit from a ten cent
drink.
•••
This day your influence may save
a soul if you are only true to the
white riboon in temptatiou.
•••
Prohibition seeks to protect us
against a nation defamed an I profli-
gate. It is the cry of motherhood
that her children shall be born free
men.
5.
When the rum traffic will let our
homes alone then, and not until then,
will we let it alone.
•••
Not every woman can lead a meet-
ing, give a Bible reading or make a
public address, but she can utter the
tender word that will pour balm into
the wounds of a broken-hearted
sister. She can hand the tiny leaflet
that may carry light and knowledge
as she goes forth among the trades-
man, the merchants and the market
men. She can- what can she not do
if she but consecrates herself to this
blessed work?
•••
It is our theory to take a conven-
tional interest in temperance and
quite another to consider in the pres-
ence of the stern logic of facts, one's
own duty in the work.
•••
"The poor thou leavest always to our
care,
And what we for them we do for
Thee,
Thou lovest them, then be our deeds,
our prayer,
Who helps my loved ones doeth most
for me."
Christian Endeavor.
"Christian Endeavor is on a boom"
so we hear from Fredonia. This IP
good news. No one need be afraid
of such booms.
t 4.
Time is passing rapidly soon the
State eouvention will be upon us.
If you are interested in Endeavor
work, go to Louisville and be helped,
if you are not ieterested go and be
convinced that this is a great move-
ment that it is all done to further
Christe Kingdom on earth.
+ t
In the Highland Eudeavorer we
read thus:-
Enthusiasm is contagious, and our
Eodeavorers have caught the fever.
The interest in the "Coming
Event" is growing more and more
intense, and our workers are making
active preparations for our share of
the Convention. Earnest prayers
have been offered daily for God's
richest blessings upon the meetings,
and we hope that our members will
make an effort to be present at every
session. It is time to give "owe
thought to our Badges; if you have
one, hunt II up; if you are without
one, send in your order. At Endea•
•orer meetings the Highlanders are
recognized by their colors. Lot every
Endeavorer wear a Badge.
+44
Mention has be n made before of
the beautiful badge the members of
our Local Unioh will wear at the
Convention. If Hopkinsville is such
a "hot bed of Christian Eudeavor,"
then our badge should be seen on all
sides at Louisville. But above all let
us "be girt about with truth and our
feet shod with the preparation of the
gospel of peace," then we shall his
uenefited ourselves and shall benefit
others at the great Convention.
+ 4-
The regular monthly meeting of
the Local Union will be held at the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
next Sunday evening at 8:13 o'clock.
At the business meeting of the ex-
ecutive committee of the Local
Union which was held at Miss Jen-
nie Glass', Monday evening, a very
interesting program was arranged
for the Union meeting. Everybody
cordially invited to be present.
ti,
The First Presbyterian Society will
hold Its regular business meeting and
social on Thursday evening, in the
lecture room of the church, at 7:30
o'clock. There is room for all so
come and enjoy yourselves.
Backlen's Araks naive.
The Best Salve in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, Or DO pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfao-
olon or money refunded. Price 25
tents per box. For Sale by B. C.
Hardwick, Hopkinsville Ky, 'ta.
THE POSTOFFICL. 
'103ACCO.
The Numerous Changes and Vast
Improvements Made by
Mr. Wilgus.
The people of Hopktneville can
brag not only on having the finest
hotel in the state, but also the finest
poen nice, a posh tli .0 in which every-
thing in systematically arrauged.
Tutorlsy a NEW ERA represen-
tative was at the posts flee and Post-
/neater Wligue invited him to go
through the ffi and see how the
Interior was fitted up and the system'
attic manner in width it was arranged
for facilitating the hand lug of the
mails. The changes In the interior
have been so great that a person who
had not been there since the work of
remodeling began would hardly rec-
ogtOze it as the same building. Our
ciezens have all noticed amd com-
mented favorably on toe work. The
new wsinscoating, and the paper cor-
responding with it iii color gives the
lobby a very handsome appearance,
which is still further improved by
the cleaning and rubbing up the glass
and braes work no the boxes.
The private fil .e of the postmaster
is beautifully fluished in hard wood,
which was highly polished before
}tot 11.1 E.
The rise in the market last week
continued this week and about 300
hhds. were disposed of at good prices.
The receipts showed an increase over
last wool. The proportion of good to
fine tobacco was larger than has been
the Case for quite a while. Farmers
are making preptrations for a full
planting, aud with favorable coudi-
Owls the next meow proanees to be as
large as mom'.
Sites by Abernathy & Co., of 67
blots. of tobact o:
29 hhda medium leaf, $970 9 60, 9 60
950,900 900,826,810,810,800,810
8 20, 8 00, 7 90, 7 80, 7 75, 7 75, 7 80, 7 50
7 20, 7 20, 7 (A), 6 9), 680,680,668,680
6 50, 6 50,.
27 Meld low leaf, 550 to 300.
12 hhds luge, 325 to 1 25
Market active and steady.
A & Co.
Salon by Wheeler, Mills & Co. of 52
hhds. of tobacco, April 24.h:
10 hints medium to good leaf, 11 00,
10 50, 9 00, 8 75, 864), 800, 776, 890,
5 9.5, 5 91.
22 blids cemmon leaf, 5 5n, 5 50. 5 50
5 40, 6 25, 5 01, 5 00, 5 00, 4 95, 4 05, 4 85
4 9), 4 90, 4 50, 430, 7 30, 4 00, 3 95, 390
being varnished. Much of the work 8 
on the interior of the private 
60, 3 5 I, 34'), 330, 3 30, 3 30, 3 00.
r ftise
wale dune by hand. The fur-1 
16 bhds lugs awl trash, 3 00, 2 95,
niture Is of a finish to correspond and
Is of the best that is made, and the
11 or is carpeted with • handsome
Piece of Brussels.
In the business department
many improvements hive also been
made. New racks In which mail Is
keet have been provided, and they
are of the latest patterns used In large
city pose Moos, and one seeing them
would be convinced that it would be
exceedingly hard to wake a mistake
in handling the wails, as there are
three or four ways of checking in
which errors when made can be easi-
ly discovered. The system has work•
ed well in large offices and has been
approved ,by the postoffice depart•
ment at Washington. The iron rail-
ing placed in front of the general de-
livery window is another Lig im•
provecuent as it makes each man
come ill his turn, prevents the con-
fusion that must necessarily exist
with people pushing and crowding
their way to the window and three
or four calling to the clerk at the
came time for their mail.
The people of Hopkinsville ,should,
and we believe that they do, appre-
ciate the efforts of Mr. Wilgus to I tir-
ish a poetoffice that lea credit to the
to wn.Four or five hundred dollars of
the cost has come out of We pocket
while Mr. Moayon has paid out con-
siderably over $300. In addition to
this Mr. Wilgus has put in an extra
clerk so that malls may be handled
more rapidly, and that the stamp de•
par tment may not be closed at any
time before 6 o'clock p. Ell. He has
four assistants: Mr. Jobe G. Ellis,
chief deputy; MissEvall iyalty, stamp
clerk; Alex Overshiner, wailing
clerk, and Wni. E. Campbell, general
delivery clerk. Part of the salaries
of some of thew assistants come out
of his own pocket, as the government
allowance is oot adequate to meet the
necessities of the (Alice if properly
conducted.
61P, 116 46, 
A SURPRISE.
Mrs. Archibald Dixon
Brown Granted
a Divorce.
Her Late Husband the Son and
Secretary of Gov. John
Young Brown.
The Cause of the Suit was
Abandonment-Her Hus-
band Deserted Her
Three I ears Ago.
Fpecial to the Nye rrit.
Louisville, Ky., April 25.-Mrs.
Virginia Marshall Brown has been
granted a divorce from Archibald
Dixon Brown.
The defendant is Gov. Johu
Young Brown's POU and secretary,
and the plaintiff is a member of one
of the most prominent families in
the State.
The utmost secrecy was ustd in
bringing the mutt. "V. Brown vs. A.
Brown" was the style of the petition
and it passed unnoticed, the parties
seemingly being of little cones queoce
The petition became a matter of re-
cord March 21, and the divorce was
granted last Monday week at the
joint session by Judge Field.
Mrs. Brown's home is at Hender-
son, but in order that the suit might
be filed in the Louisville courts,
where it was thought the publicity
could be avoided, Mrs. Brown took
up her home in that city, residing
with Mrs. R Lee Suter, who is relat-
ed to (1.,v. Brown.
In order that there might be no
question in the future as to the iden-
tity of the parties, the full names of
this parties were placed in the record
by an amended petition, filed some
time after the original suit. The
Judge restored each to their former
property rights and gave the mother
tbe custody of her child. He made
the provision, however, that little
Virginia might visit her father three
months during each year, but not
continuously. The child is now with
her fatherohe having come to this
city yesterday for the purpose of tak-
ing her back to Frankfort with him.
The only evidence in the case is the
deposition of W. J. Marshall, of Hen-
derson, a brother of Mrs. Brown. It
was taken in th. office of Hoo. W. P.
McClain, a brother-in-law of Mr. Lee
Suter, who resides at Henderson. Mr.
Marshall testified that his Pieter was
married to Mr. Brown in 1888, that
the fruit of their union was a girl,
Virginia, four years of age, who was
at that time in the custody of her
mother. He also said that the cause
of his sister's cult was abandonment,
her husband having left her three
years ago.
System All Run Down.
Centreville, Ky. March 21, 1996.
My system was all run down. My
eyes were weak and pained me cons-
tantly, and Iliad to take to my bed
for days at a time. I began taking
Hood's Sarsaparilla. and In a short
time I saw that it was doing me 'toed.
1 am still taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
and am gaining. I intend to take it
until I am cured." B F. Evans.
Hood's Pills
udigestion.
cure sick headache,
Or. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Weral'• Fair Hirteest Medal end DIalsass.
Call on
•
Us Whet) on want ham
2 85, 2 50, 2 50, 2 50, 2 25, 2 25, 2 10, 210
2 00, 1 50, 1 50, 1 30, 1 30.
Market strong and active on all to-
bacco of any character at all.
W. M. & Co.
--
Sales by Gaither & West of 52 hhds.
on April 24th as follows:
16 hhcle. merlon's to good leaf at
SW), 20, 8 10, 7 91, 7 80, 7 150, 6 10, 6 20
6 60, 7 30, 6 26, 7 90, 7 00, 8 10, 7 00.
19 bhda. common and nondescript
lean at $5 50, 4 'X, 4 30, 3 b0, 8 i00, 3 80,
4 80, 4 10, 4 50, 4 20, 3 50, 4 75, 5 75, 5 96
4 00, 4 50, 5 00, 4 60, 4 75.
17 Mids. lugs anti trash at $340, 825
3 25, 3 40, 3 50, 1 75, 1 90, 2 80, 3 30, 3 26
3 20, 2 80, 1 20, 1 50, 1 80, 2 50, 2 00.
Our offerings this week consisted
largely of common leaf and lugs in
soft order. The maraet about the
same as last week. Sales next week,
Wednesday and Thursday.
•••
Sales April 24 by Hanbery & Story-
er.
9 libbds , good leaf $9 90, 950, 900,
850, 8 10, 790,7 75,7 90.
11 hhds , medium leaf $6 70, 6 50,
6 20, 6 00, 6 00, 6 00, 5 93, 5 70, 5 90, 5 25,
5 25
6 hhds., common leaf 5 00, 4 80, 350,
3 25, 3 26,5 10.
4 Olds., lugs $3 35, 3(10, 250, 250.
30 'Ade , by Hanbery & Shryer.
According to the Russellville
Herald, S• C. and George Russell, of
the Olmstead district of Logan
County, received the "top" price for
1894 crop. It says: "They have just
sold to J. W. Scott &Co., of Olmstead
6,445 pounds of Tobacco at ,14 cents
per pound. Thiel Tobacco is what is
known as the Swiss wrapper. I
averaged 32 inches in length and was
raised on 41, scree. The same gentle
men sold to the same firm about 20,0(0
pounds of Tobacco at ten cents per
pound.
The total stock of leaf tobacco on
hand in the markets of the United
States on the first of April 1893 was
93,C.91 hogsheads, while the total in
all Europe on same date was 106,719
hhehe making the total In the world
on April let amount to 199,814 Weds
•.•
For the nine months ending April
let 1895 the internal revenue psid in
the State of Kentucky on tobacco was
paid on 19,486,162 pounds of plug, fine
cut, and smoking tobaccos; and the
tax shows that the number of cigars
and cheroots was 30,816,292.
At Cincinnati last week 2,067 hhds.
were offered for sale, 490 were reject-
ed, actual sales 1.517, receipts 14e4.
55*
At Louisville last week the follow-
ing transactions took place: Sales,
new burley, 4,059; old burley, 70; new
dark, 39); old dark, 15; sold at auc-
tion 4,524; sold privately, MO; reject-
ed, 1,066, net soles 4,6:9; receipts, 3,-
151. quotation dark tobacco; Corn.
lugs, $3 to 3'4, medium lugs, $3,2 to
4, good lug.. $4 to 4',„ corn. leaf, $4 to
4l.2, medium leaf $5 to 7, good leaf
was nominal.
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than other% and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world's best products to
the needs of physieal being, will muse
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syi up of Figs.
Its excelli nee is due to its presenting
in the form most receptable and pleas-
ant to the taste. the refreshing and truly
henelicial proikoties of a perfect lax-
ative; effectoally cloansing the system,
dispelling ca.:ds, headaches and fevers
and permanently curing constipation.
It has riven satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical 
proft.s6ion, because it acts on the Kid-
neys, Liver and Bowels without wak-
ening them and it is perf N.tly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fir, is for sale by all drug-
gists' in 50 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
and being well informed, you not
accept any substitute if o
Secret of Beauty
is health. The secret of health is
the power to digest and assim-
ilate a.proper quanity of food.
This can never be done when
the liver does not act it's part.
Doyou know this?
Tutt's Liver Pills arc an abso
lute cure for sick headache, dys-
pepsia, sour stomach, malaria,
constipation, torpid liver, piles,
jaundice, bilious fever, bilious-
ness and kindred diseases.
Tutt's Liver Pills
•
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ON CRUTCHES 2 WEEKS
Limb Rate as Beef and Rod as Beet.
Pain, Burning, and ItehIng
Not 7-1 Hours Mort) In 8
Days. Makes One Applica-
tion of Cutleura awl ln
G Minutes Is Asleep,
A Remarkable
(*we.
About two years ago I was confined to my
Minn with a breaking out i, 111) leg Villich uiy
physician pronounced Eczema. Ats_at three
'weeks ago the same illamee i.roke 'at Again Oil
the same leg, and iny pity :c..11 attend-
ing nie reg ularly, calling from once to to ine
Moly, the won, all llie gettilw some. A
frissid called to isis. ute, awl l.rmight atot
one halt testis snit ul of If lT14-1.16.1, ad% Wing
Me to try it, telling of himself, brothers
mother hating been by it. I would
not try it at first, although I had been on
crutches for over two weeks, and at one time 1
counted between twenty -fine and thirty suppur-
ating sores, and had not slept more than ilia
hours in three nights. Monday morning about
four o'clock the into. buniirn; and itching be-
came DO severe that I determined to try Curt-
culla, thinking that if it did no good, It could
Dot make my leg much worse, for it was as raw
as a piece of beef sad as red as a beet. so
applied the Curteras, and ID five minutes altos
I laid down I was asleep. Next day I sent and
got a box of CCTIMILA. and I'll pledge my honest
word I would not take 1100 to-day for it, if I
could not get another. I commenced using
Ct-rirras Monday morning about four o'clock,
and to-day ,Theinlavi my leg is nearly well, not-
withstanding I had not waxed a step without
nay crutches in two weeks. Mn gratitude to the
man who first compounded ti-rictots is pro-
found. May God bless him.
T. T. FRAZIER, South Boston, Va.
CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS
Fold throughout the world. Price, Curtrwita,
SUe , Noir, ide., RAPIOLViar, $1. PoTTICAD11061
ADD Cuss, CORP., Sole Proprietors, Boston.
air "Bow to Cure akin Diseases," mailed free.
PIMPULS, blackheads, red, rough, chapped, sadoily skin sired by Corictnts Soar.
OLD FOLKS' PAINS.
Full of comfort for all Pains, lanais-
nation, and Weakness of the Aged is
Pasteur* Anti-Pala Plaster, the
first and only pain-killing plaster.
Old Time
Methods
of t r e at i n g
Colds and
Coughs were
based on the
idea A' sue-
pressis-In. e
now know
that "feeding a
cold" is good doctrine.
Scoff's Emul(46.61.
of cod-liver oil with hypo-
phosphites, a rich fat-food,
cures the most stubborn
cough when ordinary medi-
cines have failed. Pleasant
to take; easy to digest.
PTvpon,t1 b•iltespt a Roes. N v. An senora&
We Sthe race! Prices this Week!
. hoe * Shoe Shoe
Department. )1 iv; mqnt . Department.
S1'ECIAI.8.
Ladles' Oxford$ Pat. 1 sittb-
er tin , air
Ladies' Dung Oxfords, C,
sense, 491 lair
Ladles' Hoag net lea. 59e pr
" tan oxford*, resort,* ,
.• ming oxforde c s faie pr
" e tar yr
" tan straps:insist SSe pr
" dong 0 lords. pat tip lee
fine el. lb top. pat tip*, 29
" fine band-turne Ox-
fords, or eta UM. pat tip
only $1 3$1
Ladles' pat leather strip
gannets II 44
" sue /Mime 0 ')zor,'. It 39
" dor g 14utlion Oxford.,
rrior toe, $1 es
LADIES' SHOES.
Ladies' shoe* On or
" fine done button pat tip
We pr
Same in es, pair
Ladies' 'long button piain
toe, $i is
long button c *plain
toe. I 25.
Ladles' Ming button spring
heel, pot tip, 1 25
Ladies' cloth lop, pat tip,
button. 1 Ili
Ladies One Song button
Cincienati custom-made
shoes, all oviea, 1 49
Stribley's Henrietta custom-
made shorn pat tips, .
Ladles' 'long Iditton C., 1 It
Ladies' long button Pit ea-
di ty toe 1 SI
Ladles' c a dons pat ankle
*hoes 2 ri
Lesliee fine hand tura shoes,
paa 254.
Ladles ems heed turn so es.
pet tip 2 St
Ladle Ilse band turn e sag
C 120
Weep' slIppsra, a yes 7, to 71,
511r a pair
blames alum stadia', giros
to fk, Sae pair
M loses tan spring h•el, sizes
3 to 7 1-1. 77e pair
Sarre, size, 11 to 1,1 efi psir
kay.es pat I. at her oaf-rd.,
Opera toe ' 1o3. llttpr
B•by 21oe pair
num hand turned tabs-
shoes dfic pr
Misses Shoes.
MINN* tan shoes, sires $ to S.
64e pair
Same, s  zee 9 to :1, 75c a palr
Also many other line, of
isdies' chimes' slid chit-
siren's hors
1 on can get • nyth lag you
want in shoes of all kl Lids at
'She Racket
Men' i Shoes
Ness' shoes Ric pair
oil grate cd- buckle We
Our incus Cents ntiisl solid
ph-es, Con. and Bal.
only lie pair
Mea's etinot shoes, all solid,
110 pair
fi • e pat leather 611040
: 2 Emil r
es
Men', tine drew shoes. opera
t «.etssig and bet, only
2, pair
Men'. "TICtirriinwarnaly . 41
10.1% trite '• 1 62
(Only fareeln a 11f,
Men's tine calf skin !hoed.
ng or icti, nisi., or
cap toe. north 25s, rso •
ly 150
NOTICE:-
All f3 coats.en merle elves
go in 'Mamie for 2 49
Mm'. tea shoes. : 49
" •• 1 Vs
" fine pat calf shoes, razor
toe, wing tip, 2115 p.ir
Men's tow Cut
‘hoes. 
Men' pat leather pun pa 1 21
• /long Or iced. 1 96
" Vise kid Ox:ords I 119
Boy's Shoes.
Boy's shoes only The pair'
*• glove grain 'bore 1 110 Or'
" satin e.tif • 1 lti pr
•• sae ph.... 13 to 2, 1 19 et.
op° I , Keith lnly'a eh MO,
worth 2 10, 1 49
Just received one lot men's tan shoes worth $5; 01 r price
$2 98. We have in stock over $10,000 worth of new and
seasonable shoes, bought before the advance in leather. and
now offer them to our customers at these low prices. Give
our shoe department a trial.
Your Money Back if You Want it!
IRJ C I Mr1'..
JEREMIAH II. KUGLER, Manager.
ABERNA THY & CO.,
TOBACCO COMMISSION MERCHANTS
CIENTTELA.1.41
NAT.A.FitElEICOT.TSI.10.
Hopkinsville Kentucky.
New Spring Goods.
We have opened for inspection
our complete assortment of Spring
Goods. Never before have we been
ails to offer so many inducements in
either style, variety or price.
Bran New Patterns 
that cannot be found in other house
in the city. Don't wait for the spring
rush. See our goods and get prices.
Carpets- --
Reliable makes. Ooly those make*
whish we guarantee are allowed in
our stock. Any pattern you select
will be first-class.
We open the spring trade with a
superb stock of first-clam dress goods
trimmings, etc , at prices that are
lower than ever before. Goods cheer-
fully shown.
[i M. LATHAM.
On Satu[day Avil 13th
We received a shipment of 50 suits of black
Clay Worsted sacks and frocks.
In Less Than a Week
they were all gone. We ordered another lot of
50 suits but could only get 35, and we can't get
any more after thesel are gone. They are pure
wool, and color guaranteed. Better come quick
if you want one. We are selling them at the ri
4liculous price of Si50
All wool bl'k and fancy cheviot suits
COX & RAABE.
NECEVIE.An
Display
FRIDAY, APRIL 12
we will show the handsomest line of Neck-
wear ever shown in the town. About
500 Styles and Patterns. All lovers of
neckwear are cordi y invited to call.
ONE DAY ONLY.
MAMMOTH Clothing & Shoe a L
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THE NEW IRA 
$1 A YEAR.
.ered at Ae rueteellos ta flopkiasvalle as
class matte
Club Rat s.
We will furnish the Weekly ZeEw
SA and any of the publication
uamed below at prices indicated:
Contmerctal Gazette  31.70
Daily Louisville tbst. 
ti lobe Democrat..  1-30
••nent.co Sews ....  
 
1.Ve
Rt. Louis Twice • Week Republica 
Leon:ler-Journal LAO
Cincinnati Knettirer  1.33
Century Magazine-. .. ...... 4.53
St. . 
Farmers Home Joaraal-
+cries:liar's Magas:ins 
B6ok Buyer , 
Harper's Macturins 
Harper's Weekly. ..„ 
tesrpere Bomar. 
Herror's Young People 
Home Mag..xine
Kentucky Methodist 
gebeetie Illsersaine 
Rod, (fun 5n4 Eenitel
Hosts and Farm
BeI the New Atirericsn.Wt 
II paper at Hopper Bros.
3.',
leo
see
4.30
tee
3.50
I 7$.
Soe
17$
1.30
Friday, April 26 1395.
Some guy 4.Dortrtu.
M. Watson, of liracey, was 14ert
need .y.
Mr. A. E Word, of Horn I en, was
here NV Sneed 6).
Mr. Up •Ita kihnt per he, e
busiesia the. is.,11t
Mr. Tom Wootou came lu trent
Herndon this week.
Mr. W. F qurean, of Gamey,
was in town this week.
'Sq lire A. Dlersoll, of R tering
Springs, woe here yesterday.
Mr. R C. Pace, of Herndon, was
bore on busitieee Weeuesdav
Mtn. Albert Kelly, MI in Leuisvillt,
vieting Mrs. Lucy McGowan.
Mem Emma Southall has gone to
Beunettetown to visit relatives
Ed Higgins., the livery msa of Crof-
ton, came to the city on business this
Week.
Me-sr J ern Inane and Will D aw•
son, of Pee:Dee, spent Weduesday it.
the city
 • J,rn-s M. Walker and
John Re imaw, of Ere, were h re
this wee •
Am 'Dg the ladies shopping in the
eity to (nay was Mrs. M. A. Mason, of
The equ.re.
Mr.. Emmett Candle, of tbe Julien
t• ght. rhoed, was shipping in the
• ty Wedieeriday.
'Mrs. Dr R Isere, from the Roaring
Sprint's ureghborbood, visited the
eny Wednesday.
Mr. Bryen Beker and wife, of the
G acey neighborhood, epeut Tursus)
woruicg in the city.
Mr and Mr. R. E Smell ape
daughter, Miss Enz4beth, of Tieutou,
*petit Mao day in the city.
Mrs. A. W. Pyle tend daughter, !Cleo
Lena, are lu Nashville, where th•y
are the guests of Mrs. D. P.. Cspenter
Mrs. Winston Henry, of the Casky
neighborhood, spent Tuesday and
Wednesday with fleude In Clarks
•ille.
Mrs. John P. Cam bell scd son, of
Paduc+b, are visiting Mrs. Mary It
Cauipbell. They will remain in towb
a week or ten days.
At Pembroke.
A comber of young people at Pem-
broke will give an entertainment at
at tbat place to-night.
Cie to Winfree Bros & Co. and see
the most elegant buggies, phaetons
and surreys every brought to Me
town. Car load j ost received. Hard
t.me price*.
Very
The many friend• of Dr. T. P. Al-
len, of Elmo, will be lorry to bear
that he is quite sick. We were un-
able to f Lid out i he nature of his
malady, as cur informaut bad not
-fa-eard_.
With John 1. Owsley.
Mr. Bob Buckner has accepted a
position with Mr. Jehn Y. Oweley,
the pre:altar young merchantetallor.
and he would be glad to have his nu-
merous friends drop around eee him.
A New Church.
The Methodist pee pie at Bowling
Green have determined to build a
handsome new church. It is to be
100 by 150 feet in size and is to cost
between $30,000 and $40,000. Work
will coon be begun.
Adjourned.
The Fiscal Court has adjourned
without having taken any definite
action in regard to turnpikes. It de-
cided tbat the county was not able at
present to build them. It was decided
to buy twri road scrapers and try that
plan of working the roads of the
county. The two road supervisors,
Messrs. John Dulin end Tube Morris,
will employ regular forces of men
and give the scrapers • fair trial. The
money necessary to pay for them was.
appropriated.
For Circuit Judge.
The Cadiz Telephone says: "It has
not )el been determined whether any
of the gentlemen of the Trigg county
bar will enter the race for the Demo-
cratic Circuit Judgeship nomination
Three gentlemen, Col. R. A. Burnett,
Hon Fenton dims, and Judge Robert
Crenshaw, of this city, are able, corn
recent jurists, have been spoken of
by their respective friends as a•all-
abee and eminently meritorious in
this connection.
•
Bud Long.
r. Bud Long, a sou of Mr. Aquil-
og, who lived in this city for s
ber of years and clerked at the
of the Frankel., is now living at
lingtoo. His father told us yes
day that Bud had been married for
• awhile, and tAat be is doing
• ly well ID bustnees, which
his m ends in Hopkinsville
will be get tattled •
widow, but eter o en her
name. Mr. Long less been r sonic
time connected in some capacity with
one of the big oosi companies at
Earlington.
II
Winfree Bros & C have just re-
ceived • car load of the most elegant
buggies, phaetons and surreys ever
brought to tbis town at prices to suit
bard times.
Rev. 1. T. Barrow.
Rev. J. T. Barrow, formerly of this
city, and who has a host of friends
here, has been called to the pastorate
ef the Walnut Street Baptist church
in Owensboro. This church has a
very large membership. Since leav-
ing Hopkineville seven or eight years
ago Mr. Birrow ties been living at
Sweetwater, Tenn. He is an excellent
man, and his friends here gni every-
where else are glad that he tag se-
cured a good call. He will begin his
Work at Oeeueboro on the first of
May.
Next Week.
Rev. Austin D. Hicks Is in the city
making arrangements for his news-
paper, "The Holiness Herald," the
first number of number of which will
be issued next Tuesday. Mr. Hicks
bras had several years of experience
In the newspaper business, having
for some time been am editorial wri-
ter on the "Kentucky Methodist,"
which is published at Louisville, and
we have no doubt Oast he will make
an exceedingly interesting paper
ost of "The Holiness Herald." His
blends all whin him success In his
Venture.
Cc
• p
.4,
CultIvaie corn with the Now Amer-
ican
W. S. Withers Attorriey at Lie
Oftlne over P.anters B•nk. i I yr.
To new base bell clubs have been
organized at Henderson
Buy none but the New American
The American Harrow Company
sold 1.13 cultivators last week.
Hi p.; - c ii •ty nem re es., hat
the Hever knew the outlook for a
iroe erop '0 0. better then It. is this
stet we.
A row hotel is beteg erected at
S.-bre° r ',nog*, over in Weteder
"onlitY. The spilige, h ye retie:illy
tre•ti eurchaeeet liy aldfD et .
J Fr °anis le .1 v•eye up with ;he
• T.-% . 11 Si. t, ' ,..l }1,0100I
& •II.A.,411'..
It !Wand ere F.O. f R ugh and 'he
Lenieville, S . te me, & In x•s rei I roadie
we neon b gle te cut pe-eoger rates
h "ltreelt 0 .eu-bern earl L uoselle.
Preen the number' f N-* e in rich
cultivators eleut out tn the ceoutry
lamtweek one wculd judg- the cern-
pstry to be dolug a great business.
Thee Todd C .uuty Times Genie nut
ease Friday with a handsome double
nabher. %%Weft wee fl tell *Ili good,
, el ees leg r di v melte, end
eel, if se. II 1 pi stMV611161.111•Ill••
Do Contained all ..r the ordlinatio.e
wen t I y adopted by the Eerie° City
Coquet!.
R.perts from Hawe.ville Mate that
J I Sterrett, editor of the H•wesvilie
Pialndealer, wno owns many et the
oil Wells in the Hawesville fields, has
deposed of his property for • big
struts to the Standard Oil Company
Dr S J Baker, Specialist. Eye
throat, noes.. Lady attendant,
over Wallace's drug store.
The Republicans in Kentucky are
respond lug, as they have alwae done,
to the crack of the whip wielded by
their brew., and are declaring al-
moet unanimously that W. 0 Brad-
ley is the Moses to lead them from
the how,e of bondage into the prom-
ised land via the offices at Frankfort.
Says the Elizabethtown News: "If
the people of Kentucky, without re-
gard to party iffiliation, were to vote
on the question et 'he
free coinige of silver, at the ratto
If 16 to 1, it would be carried by ale
large a mej tray as the new Conan-
tu ti$3 pants et F cwright'e, the tailor.
eipanieg and repairing a epricialty.
B-idge street, oppriete New Era.
Au all-round raise of insurance
rate, has been made at Murray, and
'here is the usual minuet of kicking
from the cit asus. The Murray Led
tet susgests tat no decrease in rates
may be expected until tbe peop'e
ease to erect wooden buildings in
the business part of the town and
'provide water works.
In addition to being a good singer, be
is considerable f an actor-s fact
that was fully demonstrated last
tegbe
Mr. J. M. Jacobus, as "Richard De-
ceasedeye" had by far the hardest
role of any one in the whole cast, but
his ability was equal to the occassiou,
and his acting yea enjoyed by all.
Mr. 0 S. Steinhageu, as "the ruler
4 the queen's navie," was simply
"out of right." But then it was no
mire than all who know him expect-
ed, as he does all things well. As
-doers and actors the whole 
Steinerigen family, as is well known, is
gifted. This was shown last night
not only by 0 twin, but by his very
handsome and attractive sister, Miss
Florence, who filled the role of "But-
tercup" to perfection,--filled it as
well as any professional now on the
...age could have done. Her singing
was good, and her every movement
on the stage was characteiis.d by a
degree of grace that nothing but os-
uro could give.
Mr. T. W. Moore was an ideal cap-
tain,-could hardly have been much
better if be had really seen years of
service in the "queen's Davie " His
Farmers should see the New Amer. sweet tenor voice war et j lied by
icon Cultivators corn In the same field everyone.
*Ith othet cultivator., so they could Mr. W. L B emberger ca
n cougran
judge freely which was the best. ulate himself on the success that he
attained in filling the role of the
"Boatswain." He knew his part per-
fectly, and more than that, he knew
how to act it well, and be did so-and
peeions not knowing his occupation
would have taken him for an old "sea
dog," imported etipecially for the oc-
casion. Mr. Bamberger is a success
as an actor.
A. the "B iatswatne Mate," Dr.
Banks was good. He showed that he
had carefully studied his part. He
contributed no little to the success of
the evening.
The acting and singing of little Til-
lie Meore was simply wonderful
when one remembers how very young
she is. She completely captivated
the entire audience. She is a child
that her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
Moore, can well be proud of. She has
a very sweet voice, and for one of
her tender years, a very strong one.
It was announced a few days ago
that en account of an extremely sore
throat Miss Green Henry would not
ee elate to fill the role of "%Cotner)
Hebe," but she, while not entirely
For light draft, quick and easy ad well, recovered euffineotly to fill the
juetment, and for quality of work part so well that it was hard to real-
for which it is especially adopted, lie that she had ever bee
n
ate New American Combined Ma- troubled with her throat. She has a
chine has no i qua,. voice e hich while very stro
ngest also
full of melody, and which every one
loves to hear.
A prettier, more stylinb groups ef
young ladies than those in the chorus
is not often seen-not out shied Hop-
kinsville.
WANTED-For U. S. Army, able
bodied, unmarried men, between the
ages of 21 and 30 years. Good pay,
rations, clothing, and medical attend-
ence. Applicants be prepared to
furnish satiefaceery evidence as to
age character adE habits.
i and be able to 'Teak, read
-f end write English.
Apply at corner Thitd and Main
•treete, Evansville. lad.
Assistant Adjutant General Rich-
ardson, our fellow-countyman, who is
a candidate for Railroad Commis-
-loner in this district, received the
following quite complimentary notice
from the Todd County Progress: "Mr.
Richardson is a life-long Democrat
cod is willing to submit himself to
the Jeffersonian test-'is he capable,
is he honest, is he faithful to the con
4titution?' Owing to the friendly re-
lations, social and political, that have
ever existed between Todd and Chris
tian, Mr. Richardsou feels that te-
nse, a just claim upon the 8 votes oh
rodd."
The Western Kentucky papers are
still making commendatory men-
tion of Prof. J. J. Glenn in connec•
icn of his candidacy fir Register of
he Land Office. The Ealkton Pro-
gress says of him: "Near twenty
years since be located in Hopkins
county and for ten years of that time
was the efficient superintendent of
schools of Hopkins county. P nemesia
lug at all times a fondness of j earns!.
ism, Prof. Glenn eight years ago es-
tablished the Hustler, and excellent
isountry newspaper at Madisonville,
hf which he is now senior Editor.
His Democracy is of the old school
Mr. G. C. Kellogg informs us that
his trade on the New American Cul-
tivator is fast increasing. He has
sold two car loads in four weeks, and
has two more car loads riered for
this couune
A NewTeaeher.
Miss Naonie Bsrbour has maligned
her position as teacher in the Public
83bool, and Miss Mary Flack has
been chosen by the LSchool Trustee,
to 611 that vacancy. Miss Flack will
without doubt give entiresatiefactiou
In the position, as Miss Barbour has
done.
Real Estate.
Mrs. F. M. Campbell hee sold the
two vacant iota on the corner of 14tu
and Virginia streets to Mrs. John W.
Venable and Mr. Will Norton. The
price paid for the two was $1,50). We
understand that Mrs. Venable con-
templates building on the corner lot
quite soon.
A New Bridge.
The county authorities have let the
comtract for the erection of an iron
bridge acmes the Wert Fork of Red
River down at Bewnieuni mill, in the
Kennedy neighborhood. The bridge
will be 150 feet long which will make
it the longest bridge in this county.
The total cost will be a little lees than
$1,500.
Died Sunday.
Hon. Wm. N. Sweeney, of Owens-
boro, died at his home in that city
Sunday evening at a late hour. He
auffered an attack of heart disease
Saturday night from which he never
rallied. Judge Sweeney war one of
the ablest men in this end of Ken-
tucky, and he represented this dis-
trict in the Federal Congress with
credit to himself and satisfaction to
his constituents. For a number of
years he has stood at the head of the
Owensboro bar, and he made a large
fortune from his practice. He was
highly esteemed by all who knew
him well.
He was born at Liberty, Casey
county, Ky., May Eeh, 1882. He
moved to Oweusboro in May 1e52 and
resided there up to the hour of his
death. Ira 1864 he was married to
Mies Lizzie Roger., a sister of the
late Dr. P. T. Roger., of this city. In
1888 he was a cat didate for Congrese
.n this district, but was defeated by
John Young Brown by one vote, but
in ISEet he was nominated and elected,
serving one term, and declining a re-
election. Since that time he devoted
himself entirely to his profession.
The funeral occurred Monday af-
Iter noon.
Mrs. Dudley and the ladies who as-
sisted her have reason to congratu-
late themselves on the success at-
tained. Much hard work was neces-
sary to attain tbe degree of excellen-
cy reached, Mrs. Dudley was ably
assisted in her work by Misses Julia
Venable and Georgia Flack. These
two young ladies bad charge of the
music. Miss Venable presided at tbe
piano, where she has few equals and
no superiors in this city, and
by her excellent playing render-
ed the music simpler and
and much easier for the young ladies
and gentlemen to learn. At the pi.
suo Miss Venable is an artist. While
she has a cuMulete musical • ca-
tion, rind plays scieutifically-ihere
Is nothing mechanical about her mu-
sic, as is so often the ease with high.
ly educated DThei(3111011,-and this is
owing to the fact that nature made a
musician of her,and education simply
assisted nature. Much of the success
of the entertainment wee due to her
excellent manner of rendering the
acconiptinimenta.
Miss Flack acted as musical direct
or, and the precise time that was kept
by the singers attested the fact that
during the practice before th• enter-
taiument she bad done her work well
and faithfully, and no one that we
know of Is better coalified to do this
work than is Miss Flack. We have
heard many ft ittering comments
passed on Miss Venable and Mies
Hack in regard to the music.
As a manager, Mr.. Dudley is a
complete success. It was she who
first conceived the idea of producing
rite opera, and it was her personal
popularity that secured the assist
epee of so large a number of the
ung ladies and gentlemen of the
city. And her ludonaltsele energy
carried the 'Weir through to success.
She worked day and night in the
matter,
A MUCH MARRIED WOMAN.
Mrs. Fowler, of this city, was mar-
ried last January to her sixth hus-
band, and strange as it may seem,
tiv• of them died exactly two years
from their marriage day. Her pres-
ent husband haw been pick for the last
four months with chronic jaundice,
and was given up by four of our hest
physicians; se a last resort be began
using Sulphur pitters, and yesterday
told our reporter that they had saved
his life, smilingly saying that he
gueased Mrs. Fowler would be unable
to take a seventh better half for some
time to come -Exchange.
At Clarksville,
At Clarkeville Tuesday night Rev,
Wen. H Major, formerly of that city,
but who now resides in Waco, Texas,
was married to Miss Mettle Beach, a
daughter of Dr. H. E Beach, of
Clarksville. The wedding took place
at the B tptlat church, and le said to
have been quite a pretty one. The
bride is a niece of Dr. It. R Blume,
of this oity.
Base ball goods and croquet este
cheap at C. K. WYLY'S.
THE WEDDINGS.
The two wedding's in which H
%loved!e furnished the grooms came
oflw.dn slay ss announced t rat they
would d-. A' 2:30 o'ol ick We losses
sfternuou, at tbe home of the bride's
mother in Owensboro. Miss nettle
Wall Lendsay, of that city, was mar-
ried to Mr. Son W. Tallaferro, of our
town. The ceremony was performed
ny Rey. J. C. Molloy, of the Presby-
terian church. There were only the
members of the immediate family
were present. Mr. Hunter Wood, Jr ,
acted as groomstnso. After the cer-
emony Mr. Tallaferro and hie lovely
erlde left for this city, arriving here
at 10:10 that night. They at once
went to the home that Mr. T•liaferro
had had prepared solo + time before.
They were met at the train by a num•
ber of fi lends who esoorted them to
their future home In one of the La-
tham cottages on Campbell street.
The 0 vensboro I oqeirer of Tuesday
evening says that toe bride's preeents
were the bane:sem est ever seen in
Owensboro, and came to the young
CREAM
Highest of all in Leavening Power.-Latest U. S. Gov't Report.
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•
Powder
ABSOLUTELY -PURE
PINAFORE.
Tuesday Night's Entertainment
Proved a Decided Success
In Every Nay.
There was a very large audieree a•
tn.. ewers house Tuesday to hear tie
opera Pinafore rendered, and every-
.oe present enjoyed the evehieg very
• Etch and every one of the
. (mug and gentlemei who took
pert In the opera did well, and
•howed that Mrs. Dudley inede no
mistake in the selection of the @In-
nen" Space, murky to our regret, prr-
• •tits toe:from nientiening race one of
perticiploits seep amide.
A• "Jo•sphiee," NI -s W H J sole
tope ot Neocelite, was all that the
a.idiev.os could possibly have de-lred.
She showed herself to be possessed of
histrionic ability in no small degre.,
and her singing was magnificent,
showing that the people who lg.) into
raptures over her voice are justifiable
n doing so.
Mr Merritt P ieher, as "It epn people fro
m all over the county.
Rli 
welt
c3katrs 
knew his 
io alltb at his friends, At 6 o'cl
ock Wedueaday evening at
wi
ability, expected. the B apt's', church in B rwling Green
Miss Lulu r. Wilkins, of that city,
was married to Mr. Herbert McPner•
eon, of Hopkintiville. The wedding
was quite a swell affair, a large hum-
ber of friends and al quaintances of
the couple being present. Mr. John
W. McPherson, Jr., of this city was
the"beet man," and Messier. J ihn Y.
Owsley and Buckner Anderson were
the other Hopkinsville attendants.
After the ceremony the bridal party,
consisting of the bride and groom
and the three attendants above
rimmed, and Miss Mary McPherson
and Mrs. J' E. McPherson, took the
train for Hopkinsville arriving here
at 10:10 o'clock. Mr. McPherson and
his bride at once repaired to Hotel
Latham.
To both of these happy young
couples the New ERA extends oon-
ratulations, and hopes that their
lives may continue to be as bright
end happy as they are at present.
These two charming young ladies
will be quite an a«prisition o the
Nodal circles of Horealosville, as they
are both pretty. bright and fond of
society. We welonne them to the
oily.
Die,' Friday.
Miss Minnie Nance, the 14-yeer-old
daughter of Dr. Nance, of the Graver
neighborhood, died last Friday from
injuries receive I by running against
a gate while playing with some chil-
dren. She struck her neck against
the gate, and paralysis of the spinal
column set In, terminating fatally.
Beet sewed half soles $1, earns tacked
75 cents, at JEFF Meettise shop over
[leerier & Ballard's.
A Joint Engagement.
The Itedpath Lyceum, of Nashville,
Tenn., made a contract with the
managers of the Tabernacle for the
appearance of Mr. Polk Miller in this
city, not knowing that Mr. Miller's
managers had already made a con-
tract with the managers of the opera
house for his appearance at that
place two nights preelous to the
Tabernacle date. The managers of
the Tabernacle and opera house have
come to an agreement whereby
Mr. Miller will appear at the opera
house next Tuesday night, April 30th.
The general admission will be 50 eta ,
without extra charge for reserved
seats. Tickets will be placed on sale
at Galbreath's.
W. W. Ware,
• Prete Union Tabernacle Co.
J. B. Galbreath,
M'g'r. Holland's Opera House.
Done Fishipg.
A party of four gentlemen, Dr.
Yates and Messrs. Munsie Moss, and
Riley Ely, left yesterday for John-
'son's Mill, in North Christian, where
they will spend several days fishing.
At the Tabernacle.
Rev J. U. Spurliu, of North Chris-
tian, will preach at the Tabernacle in
this city at SI o'clock next Sunday af-
ternoon. Mr.Spurlin is probably the
oldest minister in this county. It has
been a number of years since his
friends in this city have heard him
preach, and he will, doubtless, have a
large congregation to him.
Repairing neatly and promptly done
by JEFF MORRIS.
 - 4.11•••••=16
The 15th of May.
0 the I5'h des? of May the people
o! this city will have the pleseure of
hearing Bishop T. U. Dudley, of
Louisville, deliver his very famous
lecture, "The Historic Christ " This
is one of the best lectuers ever deliv-
ered by any lecturer in this country,
or in any other, tor that matter,
Bishop Dudley is too well known to
the people all over this broad land to
need any introduction at the hands of
the press. At the "Parliament of
Religions" at the World's Fair in
Chicago he was one of the leaders in
that body of famous men from all
lands, and it was befoie that body
that be first delivered the lecture
that he purposes delivering on the 15th
of May.
Clarksville.
The assessed valuation of the prop-
erty over in Clarksville Is $3,334,10.00,
•-•0110.••••••••=••••••••4.
Attention Sir Knights, K. T.
You are earnestly requested to
meet for drill Friday at 7:39 p. ui
sharp. H. W. Tlitts-t,
Capt.
At Uniontown.
At Uniontown Mrs. Mildred Lan-
caster, of that place, and Robert A.
Spauldit g, of Bardatown, Ky., an old-
time elUeen of Union county were
married in Nt. Agnes Catholic church
Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock, Rev.
Father Kelloners officiating. The
bride ts forty six and the groom sev-
enty-two years old.
••••••••-•-••••••••-
Oak bed room suites for $1250 at
Jno. Kitchen's.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World'a Pair.
•DR;
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BAKING
PO IR
MOST PERFECT MADE.
4 pore Grape C ten of 'Indy Powder. Free
*ea Ammoni 0 ere r my other adulliestr..
"• vi) EVANDMIDa
040 CASH "Tills- FOR WOMEN.
They Oct onlY And linilrk• trim
at Reetaur-ate.
In resf•!ni;ints where women aru em-
ployed es waiters the at elects man
seems to be of the opinion that smiles
or 'smirks are tantamount to "Dr.."
although they cost the giver nothtng
anti have no cash alue anywhere, ex-
eept. perhaps, as ele!rients to be con-
sidered in eetinmting damage's in
breach of promise suits, say. the New
York Herald. Why a man should eon.
r.der it nee.. or less obligatory tut him
to give a gratuity to the man who waits
upon him, he he white or colored. wbile
his conscience relieves him of all such
obligations when a woman performs a
similar service for him, is one of those
mysteries wtich the feminine mind is
incapable of solving. I have converses'
with several "waitresses" on the pub-
lect. and they have always told me
that they would infinitely prefer dimes
to smiles, sanee especially as their pay
is so smelt that the eroldem of making
both ends inept ts for them a partIeu-
tarty hard one. It may be AMA in des
tense of masculine custom in thie mat-
ter that the conduct of the recipients
if these amatory demonstrations
would justify the opinion that they pre-
fer them to email pecuniary emolu-
ments, but the cruel fact Is that the girl
employed in a rs-suturant who doesn't
act more or less us a flirt stands no
chance of retaining her position. A
romplaint of a custemees
instead of cawing Wm to be rebuked,
would more feeult in her own
diernissta It isn't alone for waiting
that she is paid. She is expected te
nuke hereelf "attluctive." There are
many men of an ecenomteel turn of
mind whets' patronage ot reataurants
where stemma arc employed is largely
Sue le the fact tete et .itch places they
:an refrain- frem "te ping" without be-
ing suspected ef no:Annetta. And a
dime oilseed is 20 cents earned. But, all
the came, a woman who waits on table
in a restaurant ;.s just an much entitled
to • "tip" an a :can. and the fact that
she doesn't get It 1.4 only another link
Ir. the chain of et ..Imre wtich shows
that the average noun v.111 aiwtys take
advantage of a ',Oman in recuniary
matters if he gets Lair a chance. Tout
Is to say. for do!ng the came thing he
will al lways pay a Wernan less than ha
will 
James Welsh, 23 years old, who was
srrested in Paterson, N. J., 1:1•:ely,
believes that he is Christ, and imi-
tates as closely as possible the ree
pearance of Christ in the famous
paintings.
There is a citizen of Portland who
claims that for twenty-three years he
has never let out a fire in the kitchen
stove but once. He rune it night ene
day, claiming that it Is less expen-
sive than buying kindling.
Nearly all the children kept by the
poor law in Scotland and Ireland are
boarded out, and in England it is tc
sonic extent adopted. Dr. Iternareo,
who boards out 15,000 or 10,000 chil-
dren yearly, considers it the best
plan of dealing with pauper orphans.
Gotham is likely to have a surplus
of theaters next year. No less than
six new houses of amusement are
either building or in process of de-
velopment. The latest venture in
the line of theaters is to be a costly
structure on Broadway, in the vicin-
ity of Thirty-second street.
LOOKING BACKWARD.
The walls of liabylen were 37e) feet
high and 100 feet thiek at the base.
()reek ladies bad steel and brass
mirrors, parasols, fans and smelling
bottles.
Bricks from what is believed to be
the remains of the old tower of Babel
are still found in great profusion at
Bea Nenrud,
Wire hairpins were invented in
Englasel in 1545. Before that time
the female coiffures were held in
4:, Geo 4 ° 4 48.e4ne 46 'te ,e
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HEALS! PREFERRED 
LOCALS.
RUNNINd 
SORES -Notice to Farmers-
CURES THE
SERPENTS
STING
-.4.••••••41m101111116.1••••••
CONTAGIOUS In all its stagescompletely eradicat-
BLOOD POISON de by S.S.S. Obsti•nate sores and
ulcers yield to its healing powers. It re-
moves the poison and builds up the system
vents. mane tseam It% treatment milled fres.
SWIt CO. Minutia. CA.
SULPHUR
BITTERS
THE GREATEST
BLOOD PURIFIER
KNOWN.
This Great German Medicine is the
CHEAPEST and best. 104 doses
of Sulphur Bitters for $1.00, less
than one cent a dose.
It will cure the worst
kind of skin disease,
from a common pim-
ple on the face to
that awful disease,
SCROFULA. In
all cases of such
stubborn, deep
seated diseases,
Sulphur Bitters
lathe best med-
icine to mut.
I ton't wait un-
til tomorrow,
try a bottle
TO-DAY.
Don't ever
take SLUE
PILLS, or
mercury,t hey
are deadly.
Put your trust
in Sulphur Bit-
ters, the purest
and best medi-
cine ever made.
Is your TONGUE
COATED with a
yellow, sticky slam
61.Allef ? Is your
Breath foul and of-
fensive? Your Stom-
ach is Owe or ORDER.
Use Sulphur Bitters immediately.
If you are sick, no ruatter what
ails you, use Sulphur Bittern
Don't wait until you are unable
to walk, or are flat on your back,
int get some AT ONGE, it will
cure you. Sulphur Bitters is
THE INVALID'S FRIEND.
Send 3 2-eert stamps to A. T. Ordwne& Co..
noesee, item, lee Lest medical eurk published
'FABLER'S DILE
BUCK EYE I
OINTMENT
CURES NOTHING BUT PILES
A SURE and CERTAIN CtriE
known for le years as tho
BEST REMEDY for  PILES.
LI COLD II V ALI. Hitt 
iLi1")TS.
a.)4NAWitilitirsW0111 00.. ST. .47I11.
BUSINESS.
-----
The fire loss In Chicago for 1801
was tu 7,00,0141, an increase of $120,303
over the loss of 1.93.
There is a bootblack stand (It
Broadway which has a cash register.
ing machine &Rachel,
In 1592 New York was the beet to
bacco revenue state, paying V.373 744
into the national treasury on this
score.
A New York agency reports that
place by fine wooden skewers. hotels in the United States during the
lloopskirts first appeared in 1530. past year have been swindled out
 of
An iron cage was prepared and the V2.419.5
1 by bill jumpers.
skirts were stretched over it. The Baggage cars running out of the
cage was tipped to one side, the lady Grand Central station, New York,
crawled underneath and the este was whether across the continent or or
fastened to her waist by a etrona short local rues, usually have strong
neatner belt. The contrivance oftell ironclad doors to guard against the
weighed as much as forty pounds still possible train robber.
The bureau of ethnology of the
Smithsonian institution, under the
direction of Major Powell and Dr. Cy•
rum Thome.. has been for the past
five years making special study of the
mounds in tele Mississippi valley.
The evidence they have found leads
the investigators to the belief that
the mound builders were the pros
genitors of the modern Indian&
ITEMS AND IDEAS.
F. L Wilkins sailed an ice boat •
mile and three-quarters in a minute
and a half on Shell lake, Wis.
Jasper Parish of Blois, Ga., has a
monster potato. It is 27 inches in cir-
cumference, and weighs 7'; pound'
Parnell Fisher of Bridgeport. Dee,
is 6 feet 7te inehes, and can carry two
barrels of water at once, and trot
along easily with 400 pounds on his
shoulder.
Men who obtain free passes from
the New York Central railroad have
to certify that they are not public of-
ficial& That is one of the results of
recent changes in the New York core
etitution.
Although the board of health had
declared that water from the pumps
in Wilmington. Del., was bad, some
people persisted in using it until the
town council sent out men and had
every pump handle removed.
At Penshar, near Durham, Erg-
land, John Smith, a preecner, while
in the middle of delivering a special
missionary sermon. suddenly reeled
back ward and expired. Exactly forty
years ago another preacher, also
named John Smith, died suddenly in
the same pulpit.
A Boston manufacturing company
recently celebrated half a century of
existence by making a distribution of
a fund of 1133,000 among its employes
on the basis of $e for each year of
service. Some of the enaployes have
been in the service se long that their
shares reached $150 each.
A number of lepers have been die-
covered in Eastern Prussia, especially*
at Konigsberg and at Memel, about
seventy miles from Koregsberg. In
this latter district alone, ten genuine
easee of leprosy have been fouza.
and the disease has been officially
elteelared to exist ia these districts.
-
Five hundred miles in eleven and
one-half laciers is the record two rail
roads are making nowadays between
Chicago and Omaha.
Rhode Island and Colorado are both,
Dames deseriptive of crilor, the latter
trained from its brightly hued clef'
and the former from its "roody" ou
red cranberriee.
An Italian shoemaker In New Yore
has a sign reading: "Gents anted and
eeeled for V if sewed. Ladies. 50
cents. Hoye, to c mta. s:ents ii
nailed 75 cart- up e
ner. Price's Crea-n Baking Pewdel
Wer•l's PAO 044.0111112 A••••• 41.
Muskegon, Mich., once the home of
forty-five Saw mills, and the greatest
lumber town on earth, is much scan-
dalized by the recent importation of
Arkansas lumber for the retail trade.
It is the that time any such a pur-
chase has been known in Muskegon.
In Manchester, Eeg., the town
council is about to put V.250,000 into
clearing the slums. An overcrowded
and unhealthy space of five acres in
the center of the city will be taken,
the buildings torn down, and new
model workmen's dwellings erected
in their stead, with large areas fur
play-grounds, and trees and dowers
planted in the open spaces
He Paid the 11111s.
Mrs. D'Avnoo--What are you groan-
ing about now. I should like to know.
Mr. IYAvnoo-The bills for your last
reception are just coming in.
Mrs. D'Avnoo-Well, I will pay those
bills with my own money if you will
relieve me of the duty of listening to
the chatter of people who come to make
party calls. There's the bell now. Go to
the parlor.
Mr. D'Avnoo-lens-I'll pay 'em, my
dear.
MORGAN DENMARK
AND MONARCH.
. See T L. Graham's fancy coming-
ed atalliou and big boned jack before
breeding your mares. Every colt
foaled by this jack to this time is
black, and none less than 40 inches
high when dropped, but one and it
wee 39 inehea. 4'
ortnes
of all kinds just received
At S. W. TALIAFERRO'S
The Dr ttegsist 
Successor to Wallace &
Taliaferro.
Telephone No. 7.
Hotel Latham
Hopkinsville,
Is the finest Hotel in the South. All
modern improvements. Steam Heat
aid Electric' Lights throughout.
Rates, $200 to SS 50 per day.
For Circuit Judge.
wE are authorited to ..... nee
.119115 beriF.LP15, ESQ.,
as a eandidate for the °Mee of cireuit ledge
of ti,. ii,, ThinliwIlel•I I netnet, auleeet to
(be tine of the I temorrat le party.
T. M.JONES
Always has something new and attractive to offer the rod
Now, if you haNe not provided yourself with any new wea
ing apparel do so at once, and let me aid you in suggestin
some of my choice:
Dress Goods and Trimmings,
Black and Fancy Silks,
Wash Silks,
Wash Fabrics,
Spring Capes, Shirt Waists,
EmbGroliodveersie, s and Laces, 
Fans, Handkerchiefs,Hosiery.
Ladies' Vests,
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Parasols and Umbrelias,
Lace Curtains and Draperies, Ladies' Vandyke
Point Collars, Carpets, Rugs,
Linoleums, loths, Mattings, Foot Mats,
Gents' and Boy es, Ladies' Misses and Children's
• 10es and Oxford Ties.
My stock is complete in every line and goods are cheaper
than ever. Respectfully,
T.
•
Be fore buyier, • euniestor farmers
.1pould see the New Ainerteen eper
ate. It la simple ) f rometruetin, .
easy to adjust and operate, light el
draft and mine of the best at eerie'
is connive,. In 1 uy NEN
AMERICAN. BetlIfit 8 i,itlg ii.
best cultivator 41 the nisikee it is el
excellent herd ground hairew arid
sod t ulverizer. Our Co. is ;low
located at Hopkitte•ille, Ky., and wi
have on hand Iwo car loads of these
combined cultivators which we win
be glad to exhibit and test to an,
farmer in Christian county.
0 C. KELLOGG,
Foreman for Americo, Harrow C
Detroit MiIi
Mee the testimonials below:
Casky, Ky., April 8, 1596
Arnericau Harrow Co ,
Dot roil ISI 'eh.
Gentlemen : • I b ught one of sour
New American Cultivater Harrows
aud from the test already made I be
'levee it to be the beat cultivator I
ever saw, and as a harrow for hard
ground nothing equals It. is also
excellent for I alvertzing sod.
L GRAHAM.
AMERICAN HARR1W ('o, Detroit,
fdlobigan:
Deal S re :-Your Mr A L Kellogg
ten up, operated and paid me one of
your new American Cultiv tors and
Harrows ootubined. Hays bad fifteen
years experience In hand ilog cultiva-
tors and farm machinery, and after a
borough test and careful examina-
tion, I am prepared to say it is the
most perfect tool of the kind I have
ever seen. It is well and thoroughly
oulit ; simple In oonstruotiou, and is
easily bandied, and Is under thorougle
control of the operator at all times. I
am sure any one capable of handling
a team can operoenne as well as the
strongest mar. J. B. WALKER
April fnb, 1896.
Have You
seen those beautiful.
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A large assortment of
from a 50 cents sailor t(i
in all the new shapes and colors.
ing in price from $1.00 up. Untrimm d
shapes from 25 ce i's up Hanclker-
chieb, from 5 cents up. Knitting cot-
ton, Embroideries, Silk, Zephyrs, Fans,
from 5 cents up. Baby Caps from 25
hair Pills in all the latest novelties,
ter 4ke 46
ee4.0e,
T. J. Sarzedas.
Hotel Latham Block.
OOOO occoc 
BEUTYJ SiYE EI:EGAiCLE CONONY
Is what you will find by examining the
magnificent stock of
Snrino and Summer Millinery
at Mrs, A W Steele &C's
Mrs. Hart's old stand, Ninth street.
Attend the Grand Opening,. Wednesday, April 3.
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This Week
And Next
Will be our greatest
Dross Goods nil Trimm-
rush. We advise you, if you Are in search
of a dress, and want it elegantly and stylish-
ly trimmed, not to fail to see ours. The
greatest line in the city.
Elegant suits $4, $5, $6, $7 $10 $15 up to
$25,00, The handsomest, largest, best as-
sorted line silks, for dresses or waists, to be
found here. Prices the lowest. We have
received about 40 dozen Percale and Paja-
mas shirt waists, made in very latest style
all colors and sizes, which we offer at the
very low price of 50c, 75e and $1. Perfect
fitting, strongly made. Housekeepers, we
especially invite your attention to our line
of Carpets, Mattings, Rugs, Oil Cloths,
Lace, Chenille, Satin Damask, Swiss Cur-
tains without fear of contradiction:-the
largest stock, bebt assortment, lowest prices.
Our Shoe Department is full of choice styles
and are wonderfully cheap. In Millinery,
we are in a position to offer extra induce-
ments in quality and price. Give 118 your
trade this spring. We will appreciate it and
you will be the happier and richer for the
dog RICHARDS & CO.
5114. 41e.
:On Min
yr,•ro 4,411.sa 441.14V4L1b-, egjot.f_
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Little off
inStyle.
We have about 100 men's, boy's
and children's suits, carried from last
season. The qualities are all right,
but the styles are not just the thing
(doncher know): On this account
we will sell them at the most un-
heard of price:
Children's Suits 25 cents up!
Men's and boy's Suits SI up!
Sizes are assorted, but mostly small.
Shoe
200 pairs ladies finest hand-turn-
ed dongola button shoes, all sizes
and shapes,ail right inevery way, ex-
cept have short vamps. Original
prices 83 and 84,
ler
C-Utt -to 2
If you don't care for style, here's
your opportunity! If you do, we
have that kind too.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.
IIMMIT/M1MMMIMMItIMM Mfftrt
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Contractor Builder, 1
Guarantees satisfaction. 3
Building Materials of Every Description,
Plans, Specifications and Eestimates Promptly Furn
ished.
R GINIA STREET,
Between Fourth and Fifth, Hookinsville, Ky.
Mr-Telephone, 98.
'p
Pr P. 0. Box, 67.I
JONES. E
C. G. MCD4NIEL,
N. B.-Call and s . new "Perfection" Pump.
Business M'g'r.
Pet,
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WAS so aid
Every valud
from the bode..
are always vultu.
around about an a.
„en
there
.er and
they pieh
up the watchee, and . ,morandum
books, and the letters, at, the daguerre-
otypes, and the hate, and the coaLe.
applying them to their own uses. Tbe
dead make nu resistance. So tbere are
always camp followers going on and
after an army, as when Scott went
down into Mezioo. as when Napoleon
marched up toward Matoow, se when
Von Moltke went to Sedan. There is
• similar scene in my text
Sant anti hie army had bean horribly
cut to piecea Mount Gilboa was ghast-
ly with the dead. On the morrow the
stragglers came on to the field, and
they lifted the latchet of the helmet
front under the chin of the dead, and
they picked np the trworde and bent
them on their knee to test the temper of
the metal, and they opened the wallets
and °minted the coin. Saul lay dead
along the ground. 8 or 9 feet in length,
and I suppose the cowardly Philistines,
to show their brayary, leaped upon the
trunk of his carcan and jeered at the
fallen slain and whistled through the
mouth of his helmet. Before night those
cormorants had taken everything valu-
able from She field. "And it came to
pass an the morrow, wben the Philis-
tines came to strip the slain, that they
found Saul and his three sons fallen in
Mount Gilboa "
Setae sad His Work.
Before I get through today I will
show you that the same pretreat is going
on all the world over, and every day,
and that when men have fallen satan
and the world, so far from pitying them
or helping them, go to work remorse-
lessly to take what little there ie left,
thus stripping the gain.
There are tens of thousands of young
men every year °owing from the coun-
try to our great cities. They come with
brave hearts and grand expectations.
The oountry lads eit doWn in the village
grocery, with their feet on the iron rod
around the redhot stove, in the evening,
talking over the prospects of the young
man who has gone off to the city. Two
or three of them think that perhaps he
may get along very well and succeed,
but the most of them propheity failure,
for it is very hard to think that those
whom we knew in boyhood will ever
make any great success in the world.
But our young man him &fine position
in a dry gooda store. The month is over.
He gets his wages. He is not accus-
tomed to have so much money belong-
ing to himeelL He is a little excited
and does not know exactly what to do
with it, and be spends it in some places
where he ought not. Soon there come
up new companions and acquaintances
from Um barrooms and the saloons of
the eity. Soon that young man begins to
waver in the battle of temptation, and
soon his soul goes down. In • few
months or few years he bas fallen. He
is morally dead. Ele is a mere oorpse of
whet he once was. The harpies of gin
snuff up the taint and come on the field.
His garments gradually give out. He
has pawned his watch. His health is
failing him. His credit perishes. He is
too poor to stay in the city, and be is
too poor to pay his way home to the
country. Down, down! Why do the low
fellows of the city Doer Stink tO hin2 so
cleanly? Is it to help him back to a mor-
al and spiritual life? Oh, no. I will tell
you why they stay. They are Philistines
stripping the slain.
Do not look where I point, but yon-
der stands a man who once had a beau-
tiful home iu this city. His house had
elegant furniture, his children were
beauti/ully clad. hie name was synosay-
mous with honor and usefulness, but
eyil habit knocked it his front door,
koccired at his book door, knocked at
his parlor door, knocked at his bedroom
door. Where is the piano? Sold to pay
the rent. Where is the hatrack? Sold to
meet the butcher's bilL Whese are the
carpets? Setd to get bread. Where is the
wardrobe? eold to get rum. Where are
the daughters? Working their lingere off
in trying to keep the family together.
Wade and worse until everything is
gone. Who is that going up the front
steps of that house? That is a creditor,
hoptog to find some chair or bed that
has not been levied upon. Who are those
two gentlemen now going up the front
stept? The one is a constable; the other
is the sheriff. Wby do they go there?
The unfortunate ta morally dead, social-
ly deed, financially deed. Why do they
go there? I will tell you why the cred-
itors and the constables and the sheriffs
go there. They are, some co their own
somiunt and some on account of the
law, stripping the slain.
A Pathetic Reqeset.
An ex
-member of congress, one of the
most eloquent men that ever stood in
the house of repitimentatives, said in hie
last momentsoOThis is the end. I am
dyiug-dyitig on a borrowed bed, cover-
ed by a borrowed sheet, in a house built
by public charity. Bury me under that
tree in the middle of the aele, where I
shall not be crowded, fur I have been
crOwded all my life." Where were the
jolly politicians and the dieripating
omnrades who had been with him,
laughing at his jokes, applauding his
eloquence and plunging him into sin?
They have left Why? His money is
gone. his reputation is gone, his wit is
gone, his clothes are gone-everything
is gone. Why should they stay any
longer? 'Tiler have completed their
work. They have stripped the ignite
There ie another way, however. of
doing that same work. Here is a man
who, through his sin, is prostrate. He
acknow ledgecibat...be „has _done wrong.
NZiferir irriiir IWO VI Tait
man and say, "Thotusande of people
have been as far astray am you are and
got back. " Now is the time for you
to go to that man and tell him of the
omnipotent grace et God, that ia -
cieese fen any poor soul Now is the
time to go and tell bow swearing John
Bunyan, through the grace of God, aft-
erward came to the Celestial Clty. Now
is the time to go to that man and tell
him how profligate Newton came,
through conversion, to he a world re-
nowned preacher of righteousness. Now
is the time to tell that man that multi-
tudes who have been pounded with all
the flails of sin and dragged through all
the sewees of pollution at last have risen
to positive dominion of moral power.
You do not tell him that. do you? No.
Yon say to him: "Loan you money? No.
You are down. You Will have to go to
Lend you a dollar? I would
pot len( au 5 cents to keep you from
the gallowe You are debauched! Get
out of my sight now! Down! Yon will
have to stay down!" And thus those
bruised and battered men are some-
times acooseal ey Mose who ought to
lift them up. Thus the last vestige of
hope is taten !rem them. Thus those
who ought to go and lift and save them
are guilty of stripping the slain.
The point I want to make is this: Sin.
is hard, ,.o•ael and merciless. Instead of
helping a man np, it helpe him down,
and when. lite Saul and his comrades,
yes lie en the field it will mem End
steal your sword and helmet and shield.
leafing you to the jackal and the awe.
Deeeived.
But the world and Satan do not do all
their work with the outcast and aban-
doned. A reepectable lmpeuitent man
comes to die. He is flat on his back. He
could not get up if the 'malaise waa on
fire. Adroitest medictal skill and gen-
ii.' nursing have been a failure. He
has wine to his lee% Maur What does
MUM do foe 111:1011 a roan? Why, he
felithes up all the inapt, disagreeable
mid harrowing things in his life. He
Sala: "Do you remember those chances
yogi had for heaven and missed them?
Dittim-letungalterrali itpts1Q.4
, „
;eye ihon,
I t
. me
so and
.edge
king evil."
. as only fool-
me to see you
JO years plotting
you are. It is hard
.11 be worse for you
. pleases me. Lie still,
Lich or shudder. Come,
tear oft from you the last
aectation. I will read away
,ar eon! the last hope. I will
you bare for the beating of the
n. It is my business to strip tbe
ein."
While men are in robust health and
tbeir digestion is good and their nerves
are strong they think their physical
strength will get them safely through
the last exigency. They say it is only
cowardly women who are afraid at the
last and cry out for God. "Wait till I
come to die. I will show you. You
won't bear me pray, nor call for a min•
ister, nor want a chapter read me front
the Bible." But after the man has been
three weeks in a sickroom his nerves
are not so steady, and his worldly com-
panions are not anywhere near to cheer
him np, and he is persuaded that he
must quit life. His physical courage is
all gone.
Ho jumps at the fall of a teaspoon in
a saucer. He shivers at the idea of go-
ing away. He says: "Wife, I don't
think my infidelity is going to take me
through. For God's sake don't bring
up the children to do as I have done. If
you feel like it, I wish you would read
a verse or two out of Faunie's Sabbath
school hymnbocik or New Testament."
But satan breaks in and says: "You
have always thotight religion trash and
a lie. Don't giveup at the last. Besides
that, you cannot, in the hour you have
to lire, get off on that track Die as you
lived, With my great 'slack wings I
shut out that light. Die In darkness. I
rend away from you that last vestige
of hope. It is my business to strip the
slain."
Too Late.
A man who had rejected Christianity
and thought it all trash came to die. Ho
was in the sweat of a great agony, and
his wife said, "We had better have
some prayer." "Mary, not a breath of
that, '' he said. "The lightest word of
prayer would roll back on me like rocks
on a drowning man. I bare come to the
hour of test. I bad a chance, but I for-
feited it. I believed in a liar, and he
haa left me in the lurch. Mary, bring
me Tom Paine-that hook that I swore
by and lived by-and pitch it into the
tire, and let it burn and burn as I my-
self shall soon born." And then, with
the foam on his lip and his hands toss-
ing wildly in the air, he cried out:
"Blackness of darkness! Oh, my God,
too late!" And the spirits of 4arkness
whinled np from the depth and Wheel-
ed around and around him, stripping
the slain.
Bin is a luxury now; it is exhilaration
now; it le victory now. But after awhile
it is oollision; it is defeat; it is exter-
mination; it is jackaliern; it is robbing
the dead; it is stripping the slain. Give
it up today-give it up! Oh, how you
have been cheated on, my brother, from
one tbing to another! All these -years
you have been under an evil mastery
that you understood not. What have
your companions done for you? What
have they done for your health? Nearly
ruined it by cazonsaL What have they
done for your fortune? Almost scattered
it by spendthrift behavior. What have
they done for your reputation? Almost
ruined it with good men. What have
they done for your immortal soul? Al-
most insured its overthrow.
You are hastening on toward the con-
summation of all that is sad. Today
you stop and think, but it is only for a
moment, and then you will tramp on,
and at the close of this service you will
go out, and the question will be, "How
did you like the sermon?" And one
man will say, "I liked it very well,"
and another man will say, "I didn't
like it at all," but neither of the an-
swers will touch the tremendous fact
that if impenitent you are going at 30
knots an hour toward shipwreck. Yea,
you are in a battle where yon will fall,
and while your surviving relatives will
tate *jfihie Fehil al ilT5g FeitlreTilaThWeirM-
eterry will take your body the messen-
gers of darkness will take your soul and
come and go about you, stripping the
slam.
been sent of the
be your gnardi
me," *aid the g
unearthly symp
like that which drops from a lute of
heaven when a 'seraph breathes on it.
with me; I have something er to
"No, no," said ith • "eome
offer. The wines I pour are from chalices
of bewitchirto carousel; the dance tlead
is over floor tessellated with unrestrain-
ed indulgence:or there is no God ote
frown on the temples of sin where \T 4
Brought to Life.
Many are crying out, "I admit I am
slain; I admit it." On what battlefield,
my brothers? By what weapon? "Pol-
luted imagination," says one man; "In-
toxicating liquor," says another man;
"My own hard heart," says another
man. Do you realize this? Then I 001110
to tell you that the omnipotent Christ
is ready to walk across this battlefield
and revive and resuscitate and resurrect
your dead soul. Let him take your hand
and rub away the numbness. your head
and bathe off the aching, your heart and
stop its wild throb. Ho bronght Lazarus
to life, be brought Jairus' daughter to
life, be brought the young man af Nein
to life, and these aro three proofs any-
how that he can bring you to life.
When the Philistines came down on
the field, they stepped between the
oorpses, and they rolled over the dead,
and they took away everything that was
valuable. And so it was with the peo-
ple that followed after the armies at
Chanoellorsville and at Pittsburg Land-
ing and at Stone River and at Atlanta,
stripping the slain, but the northern and
southern women-God bless tbeni!-
came on the field with basins and pads
and towels and lint and cordials and
Christian encouragement, and the poor
fellows that lay there lifted up their
arms and said, "Oh, how good that does
feel since you drained it!" And otbers
looked up and said, "Oh, how you
make me think of my mother!" And
others said, "Tell the folks at home I
died thinking about them. " And anoth-
er looked• up and said, "Miss, won't
you sing me a verse of 'Home, Sweet
Home,' before I die?" And then the tat-
too was sounded, and the bats were off,
and the service was read, "I am the res-
urrection Bind the life." And in honor
of the departed the muskets were load-
ed and the command given, "Present-
fire!" And there was a shingle.set up
at the bead of the grave, with the ep-
itaph of "Lieutenant -in the Four-
teenth Massachusetts regulars," or
"Captain - in the Fifteenth regi-
ment of South Carolina volunteers."
And so now, across this great fleld of
moral and spiritual battle, the angels
if Gel come walking among the slain,
ind there aro voices of comfort anti
roicesof hope and voices of resurrection
and vqices of heaven.
A Tragedy Recalled.
ONO slight I saw a tragedy on tbe cor-
ner of 'Broadway and Houston street. A
young man, evidently doubting as to
which direction he had better take, his
hat lifted high enough so that you could
see he,had au intelligent forehead, stout
chest; he bad a robust development.
Splendid young man. Cultured young
mars Honored your.g mau. Why did he
-top there while so inaey were getieg up
and down? The fact is that every
man has a good angel and a bad angel
contending for the mastery of hisspirit,
and there were a good angel and a bad
angel struggling with that young man's
soul IS the corner of Broadway and
Houston street. "Come with me," said
the geod angel; '•1 will take you borne;
I will apread my wings over your pil-
low; I will lovingly escort you all
through life under supernatural protec•
non; I will bless every cup you. drink
out ode every couch you rest on, every
doorway you enter; I will consecrate
your tears wheu you weep, your sweat
when you toil, and at the last I will
hand over your grave into the hand
of the *sight angel of a Christian reser-
read= in answer to your father's peti-
tion and your mother's prayer I have
d out of heaven to
pirit. Come with
angel in a voice of
. It tem ninsio
th-Taitigle neaotillA,
sed. Come with me. "
.an hesitated at a time
m was ruin, and the had
the good angel until it de-
oreading wings through the
upward end away until a door
open in the aky and forever the
.ge vanished. That was the turning
uiut in that young man's history, for,
the good angel flown, he hesitated no
longer, but started on a pathway which
is beautiful at the opening, but blasted
at the last. The bad angel, leading the
way, opened gate after gate, and at
each gate the road became rougher and
the sky no re lurid, and, what was pecul-
iar, as the gate slammed shut it came
to with a jar that Indicated that it
would never open.
A Decialon Called Few.
Passed each portal, there watt a grind-
ing of locks and a shoving of bolts, and
the scenery on either side of the road
changed loom garitens to deserts, and
the June air became a cutting December
blast, mid the bright wings of the bad
angel turned to sackcloth, and the eyes
of light became hollow with hopeless
grief, and tho fountains, that at the
start had tossed with wine, poured forth
bubbling tears and foaming blood, and
on the right side of the road there was
a serpent, and the man said to the bad
angel, "What is that serpent?" and the
answer was, "That is the serpent of
stinging remorse." On the left side the
road there was a lion, and the man ask-
ed the bad angel, "What is that lion?"
and the answer was. "The; is _the_tion
or lin- erespiTE"'" A' irraffre
flew through the sky, and the man asked
the bad angel, "What is that vulture?"
and the answer was, "That is the vul-
ture waiting for the carcasses of the
slain."
And then the man began to try to
pull off him the folds of something that
had wound him round and round, and
he said to the bad angel, "What is it
that twists me in this awful convolu-
tion?" and tho answer was, "That is
the worm that never dies." And then
the man said to the bad angel: "What
does all this mean? I trusted in what
you said at the corner of Broadway and
Houston street.; I. trusted it all, and
why have you thus deceived me?" Then
the last deception fell off the charmer,
and it said: "I was sent forth from the
pit to destroy your soul. I watched my
chance far many a long year. When
you hesitated that night on Broadway,
I gained nay triumph. Now you are
here. Ha, ha! You are here. Come, let
us fill these two chalices of fire and
drink together to darkness and woe and
death. Hail, hail!" Oh, young man!
will the good angel sent forth by Christ
or the bad angel sent forth by sin get
the victory over your Boni? Their wings
are interlocked this moment above you)
contending for your destiny, as above
the Apennines eagle and condor fight
mid-sky. This hour may docide your
destiny.
Few Formalities at a Ikedding In a Chi-
cago Pollee Court.
Quite an amusing episode occurred in
Justice Lyon's court recently in the
midst of a trial for assault and battery,
when a young couple rushed breathless-
ly into the room and informed his honor
that they wanted to be joined in the
holy bonds of wedlock as quickly as
possible.
In one band the prospective groom
carried a marriage license, which con-
tained the names of August Rohner and
Marie Sose. The ult and battery
trial came to a hit.79:nd Justice Lyon
glanced over the certificate by which
two beings were permitted to call them-
selves one.
"Hurry oop, cbudge," said the about
to be bride nervously as she shifted from
one foot to another and glanced appre-
hensively at the dour.
"But why are you in such baste?"
asked "Justice Davy."
"It must be now or never," answered
the bride, "and we want uow."
"All right," said the court; "I guest,
I can accommodate you," and be re-
paired to a mirror in the rear of the
courtroom, carefully arranged his $18
tie, thought of the immortal Davy, Jr.,
on the Sonth Side, parted his hair in
the middle, took an extra reef in his
immaculate Prince Albert and called
the couple to the front.
If there is one thing Justice Lyon is
perfect in, it is in the art of tying nup-
tial knots, and be was at his best.
•'Have you a ring?" be asked.
"Nein," answered the lesser half.
"One will do," said the court
"Nein, nein, or none," broke in the
bride.
"Oh, all right!" answered the court,
while his face took on a deep scarlet
bue, and be proceeded with the cere-
mony. The couple alternately looked at
him and at the door, and after it was
all over, and they stood together with
arms twisted together, a fearful racket
sounded on the stairs, and a little old
man, with a glare in his eye, burst
breathlessly into the room. The now
Mr. and Mrs. laughed at him, and
swearing volubly in German the little
old man gave the door a cruel kick,
passed out again, the bridal couple fol-
lowing. Justice Davy poked a beauti-
ful bill in his purse, and the aesault
case went mi.-Chicago Dispatch.
What Kase Hunted.
"About noon we maw a beast stand-
ing on a mountain top looking down at
us. When we saw it, we thought that
it was a camel, but Cantina said that
the beast was a rhinoceros or unicorn.
It hath a horn set in the midst of its
forehead 4 feet long, and whatsoever it
butts at it runs him through and
pounds him against the rocks. It is said
by writers on natural history that they
place a young virgin in his way, where-
at he puts away from him all his fierce-
ness and lays down his head and is
held thus entranced until he be taken
and slain."
Thus wrote that delightfully naive
observer, Father Felix Fabri, who visit-
ed Sinai 400 years ago. Modern pil-
grims who have followed in his foot-
steps with their eyes open will at once
recognize that the animal he saw was
the bedan, or Sinaitic ibex, which gazes
down on passing caravans from the
cliffs which tower above tbeir route.
Ho is seldom visible to them unless his
shapely figure happens to be silhouetted
on the sky lino. This wild goat inhabits
the mountains on either side of the Red
sea and the steep gullies of Moab and is
the only re.presentative of the deer or
goat trites in these regions. Esau
doubtless hunted it, and thone few
sportsmen who have followed his ex-
Ample will not be surprised that the Un-
certainties of the chase cost him his
birthright -Nineteenth Century.
At Owensboro the number of in-
come tax returns In the Second die
trio is 645, and it le estimated that
the Mx will not exceed $25,000.
Sick
-Not Lazy
that's probably what ails you if
you're drowsy in the day time.
If you yawn, stretch, and feel
too weak to work, and broken up
generally, some people may call
it "Spring Fever," but you are
sick.
But do not be discouraged.
Many persons have felt just like
you do, and have been mado
well and strong by
Brown's Iron
Biffers
and what this famous oie
strengthening medicine has done
for others it can do for you.
But what is it that makes
Brown's Iron Bitters so good for
the health ? Any physician can
tell you.
Brown's Iron Bitters is pleasant
to take. It will not stain the teeth
nor cause constipation. See the
crossed red lines on the wrap-
per.
IIROWN CHEMICAL CO.,
ALTIMORR, MD.
Tired, Weak, Nervous
Could Not Sleep.
Prof, L D. Edwards, of Preston,
Idaho, says: -I was all run down.
weak, nervous and irritable through
overwork. I sutTered from brain fa-
tigue, mental depression, etc. I be-
came so weak and n:•rvous that I
could not, sleep. I would arise tired,
discouraged arid blue. I began taking
Dr. Miles' Nervine
and now everything is changed I
sleep soundly, I feel bright,. active
and ambitious. I can do more in one
day now than I used to do in a week.
For this great good I give Dr. Miles'
Restorative Nervine the sole credit.
It Cures."
Dr. Mlles' Nervine Is sold on a positive
euarantee that the first bot le will benefit.
All druggists sell It at $1,6 bottles for Z. or
it will be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
by the Le. Miles kledleal Co., Elkhart. Ind.
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ABSOLUTELY PURE
THE OLD RELIABLE
SWEET CAPORAL
CICA RETIE
Has Bead the Test of Time
MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
BRANUM COMBINED
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WHITE'S CREAM
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and difficult breathing ely re-
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and positive relief, adopted only after year
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three packages for WOO bY eos
Testimonials and particulars (,sealed' act
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Nonsensical NAOMI&
It has been complained that foolish
nanies are often bestowed on the ma-
terials iu which we garb ourselves, and
that it is nonsense to speak of "electrio
blue," "crushed strawberry" or "Loie
Fuller," but such titles are sensible and
descriptive compared to many used to
describe fashionable tints in vogue dur-
ing the reign of Louis XIV. What
abould we think nowadays of "consoled
widow," "expiring ape," "invalid
Spaniard," "risen dead," "love's de-
sire" end "baboon laughter?"
-Chicago
Post.
ClIANDLE WROTE IT
4 
THE OLD DOCTOrt. WANTED AN OR-
DER RELEASING HIS SON.
Tbe Secretary of the Navy and President
Arthur W.•re Going Fishing Slid Didn't
Want to Be Bothered, but Changed Their
Minds When, They Heard the Argument.
In the southern part of Orleans coun-
ty lives a doctor who is known far and
wide among the country folk, and whose
fame extemis likewise into cities far
from his home.
The doetor Is a gentleman of the
echool, courteous, with a southern ac-
cent when he becomes excited, for he
was born in Virginia. The worst thing
that can be said about this doctor is that
he is an extramely hard swearer. Ile
swears a little when he is calm, bus
when he is excited his vocabulary of in
reCtiVeS al1110St without a ri val. Many
stories sre told about this famous old
doctor, and this is one of them:
The doctor had a son, and all his af.
fectious eeetned centered in him. Ile re-
solved that this son should become a
doctor, aud that the father's mantle
should fall upon the son's shoulders.
But the boy disappointed him. When
he pew up, he didn't wish to study
medicine. Ho said he had no taste that
way. plane of life seemed to fit his
ideals exactly. Ho tried this, and he
tried that, and nothing satisfied him.
At last he decided be would go to
West Point. The doctor yielded, and
the son tried tho preliminary exiunina-
tious, passed them and was appointed a
cadet. Ile tried the enteince carmine-
irlle passed them and at laat became
IA real cadet at West Point. Even the
old doctor was proud and happy now.
But the son did not cm as well as be
had expected at West Point. He found
that things military in reality were not
as things military in ideality. He tried
the January examinations and failed.
His heart wns broken. Like many an-
other youth before hini, he could never
bear tho disgrace by going home. So he
made as large a fool of himself as he
could and enlisted in the navy, at the
Brooklyn navy yard. His father received
uotice of his son's rash act and said
nothing. His heart was too fulL But
he threw a few necessities iuto his grip
aud that very night started for Brook-
lyn. There be found the adiniraL
told him the s begged him to
do soinethie for him. b the admiral
could do thing. His cart seemed
broken. W s there no hope. The admi-
ral told hi hominid go to t • t &ore
of the nav state his case, • ape
something sight be done. e could
promise uoth g, but at least it might be
tried. The el doctor elutched at this
slight hope, an without waiting to eat
anything he took e very first train for
Wash ington.
All these things happ• • during the
first year of Arthur's mire istration,
and, as every one knows, WI liam E.
Chandler was secretary of the navy.
Arthur and Chandler were sportsmen,
and whenever they had the chance they
would set out on little fishing excursions
of their own. Now, it happened that
they were just ready to go forth upon
one of thew little jaunts wheu the old
doctor arrived in Washington. Ile drove
straight to the home of the secretary of
the navy and found he was at the Whito
Honse, so to the White House went the
doctor past haste. He inquired for
Chandler and was told that he and the
president were just starting for a fish•
ing trip and could not be seen.
"But I must eee gull I It is very
important, suh!" exclaimed the doctor.
Ho was using his soft southern accent
now, for he was very excited.
"But you can't, sir," said the serv-
aut.
"I car), suh, and I will, suh!" and
with no more words he pushed the as-
tonished servant out of his way and
strode through the hall. "Where is the
seezetary of the navy, sub?" he asked
the first person he met.
"In that room, sir," said the man,
pointing.
The doctor rapped And walked in.
There stood the president and thu secre-
tary, getting their things together.
"I am Dr. --, and I've coma to get
my son back, sub!" said the doctor, and
then he told the story of his son's mis-
take. The secretary looked at him and
then at the poeident "I'm sorry, sir,"
he said, "but you bave come at the
wrong time. We can't bother with such
things now. We are going on a trip,
President Arthur and I, and wo do not
like to be interrupted." Here he bowed
anTdhseteopiPcd'd.octor drew himself up, look-
ed down at him, for Mr. Chandler is
not a large man. Ftis old eyes fairly
blazed. Ho seemed choking. Suddenly
he burst forth in a voice of passion:
"Do you think that I am going to let
my son stay iu that ship, suh, to give
you the chance to kill a few measly no
account fish? Do you think I am going
to break my heart so that you can have
yoh pleasure? Look at me, Nub! I have
not eaten a thing since last night, sub!
See the dust of travel upon my clo's!
Do you think that I have traveled night
and day, and now I am going to be put
off hecause you are going fishing? Whn
are you, sob? You are my servant, sub!
Who pays yoh salary? I do, suh! Whc
pays yoh rent? I do, sub! Who owns tbe
boat you go off fishing in? I do, and
now, wheu I come to link you to get my
son ont of my navy, you have not time
because you are going fishing! By --,
sub, if you don't get nay sou off that
ship, old as I aw, I'll thrash yob
right off yoh body!"
The old doctor stopped, breathless.
Ills two hearers looked at him aghast.
For a iniuute no -word was spoken. At
last Presideut Arthur said, "Chandler,
I guess you'd better write that order "
Chandler wrote it, and a little later
three men might have been seen engaged
in discussing three bottles of claret.
They vrere all smiling, but oue of them
had a look of great happiness ou his
grand old face. It was the old doctor.-
Rochester Post-Express.
'1HE EVOLUTION
Of medical agents Is gradually rele-
gating the old-tinae here., rdlls,
draughts and vegetable extracts to
rear and bringing into general uur
the pleasant and r ffective liquid taxa
tive, Syrup of Flee To get the reme-
dy see that it is manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Co. only. iror
sale by all lea frintiruggisto.
s.
A Close Resemblance.
"There aro Fenno points about your
writings that much resemble Shake-
speare," raid tho editor.
"Do you think so?" cried the delight-
ed anther, who had brought his contri-
bution iu with his own betel.
"Yes," the editor continued, "you
emp!ny almoet the same punctuation
Carla,. "-Rockland Tribune.
Whim Baby was mirk, we gave her Cannella.
When she was a Child, shei cried for Castoria.
When she br•canae Miss, she clung to rastoria.
Qin she heal Children. she gavetnemumgaris.
It is said that many of the Corn-
monwealth's witnesses have been in-
timidated and run away, but that
there are enough left to convict,
Fields and Atkins, on trial at Bir-
bouroville for the murder of Judge
Josiah Combs.
Old People.
Oid people who require medicine
to regulate the bowels and kidneys
will find the true remedy in Electric
Bitters, This medicine does not
etirnulate and contains no whisky
nor other intoxicant, hut acts as a
tonic and alterative. It sots mildly
on the stomach and bowels, adding
strength aod giving tone to the or-
gans, thereby aiding Nature in the
performance of the functione. Elec-
tric Bitters le an excellent appetizer
and aids digestion. Old people find
it just exactly what they need. Price
fifty cents per bottle at It C. riard-
wick's drug store.
At Hawesville the Standard Oil
Company is said to have closed a deal
for the oil wells in that vicinity.
Whom so many people era taking
and derivhig benefit from Hood's
Dr. Price's cream Ilaitins, Powder Sareapardla, why don', you trif It
most Pert ect Maas. . /ourself it is highly teJsmnienhed.
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Electropoise. TUNIC
Rev. John Ridgere, Danville, Ky.
It is a nit stery to me, almost a
miracle.
Rev. Z. Meek Callettsburg, Ky.
I ;have used the Electropoise for
five years and find it invaluable as a
curative agent, empecially is it effica-
cious in eases of feeble ovonuen and
delicate children.
Rev. It ibert Barrett, Louisville Blip-
tist Seminary.
ectropoise cured after all other
remedies failed.
Eev. W. W. Bruce, Houstonville' Ky.
Electropoise cured opium habit.
Rev. Geo. Means, Covington, Ky.
In one night the Electropoise re-
lieved brain congestion and vertigo.
We could this paper with sini•
Ilar reports, but think this autfielent
to Interest you in serding for book
on the subject of health. Electro-
poise rented four mouths for $10.
DUBOIS & WEBB,
F URTLI Avis., LOUISVILLE, Hy.
The school census of Falmouth,
just or tet,',0 A. "bows that there are
189 too e aett 9i of kehool age In
the Loa aa.
etieerfeee
Lost Energy,
Fickle appetite, tired feelii,g, stomach
c-ness and weakness can be
promptly remedied by using
Dr. J. H. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial
e Blood Purifier.
It strengthens and builds up the enfeebled system, creates
a good appetite and promotes digestion, clears the complexion and
restores the body to perfect health.
Sold by all Druggists at $1.00 per bottle.
THE DR. J. H. MCLEAN MEDICINE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
EARLY LIFE OF PAUL JONES.
Rs Came to America to Inherit an Estee.
In irerinia.
There is no record of his having at-
tended any school except that of the
parish of Kirkbean, but he developed •
truly Scotch paseion for reading and
writing. He went to sea when 12 years
old and made two voyages during his
minority in a slaver, but hating the
traffic he left it and the ship too. At 20
he was in command of a fine brigantine.
About this time occtured what he calls,
in a letter to Robert Morris, "a great
misfortune," adding, "I am under no
concern whatever that this or any othee
circumstance of my past life will sink
me in your opinion." The trouble was
a threatened criminal prosecution for
having had a carpenter flogged, whiob
was the usual mode of punishment iv
those days. The matter was investigat-
ed, and Paul Jonee was fully acquitted.
It is worthy of remark that the mag-
istrate who inquired into that menet
notes that Paul Jones expressed great
sorrow for having had the man flogged,
although tbe charge of cruelty was full,
disproved. He returned to Scotland owes
after this, and although affeotionateey
received by his own family his friends
and neighbors seem to have treated him
coldly. The smart from this injnatice
turned the indifference he felt for his
native land into hatred, and ever after
he considered himself quite free from
any respolisibility for having been born
and ha „:4,g spent the first 12 years of
his life in inhospitable a country.
tw ty-seventh year a great
_ rtnnate c lige occurred to him.
brother Willi no who had emigrat-
ed to Virginia and died there, left him
an estate. There is no doubt that Paul
Jones was often afterward in want of
ready money, bat it must be remem- '
bered that everybody was in want of
ready money in the eighteenth century.
Certain it is, from his papers preeerved
at Washington, that be might be consid-
ered at the beginning of the war a man
of independent fortune.
The two years of his life in Virginia
are obscure, as might be expected from
a man living the life of a provincial
country gentleman, which the records
concerning him prove. At the outbreak
of war with the mother country Paul
Jonea hastened to Philadelphia, and
through Mr. Joseph Hewes, a member
of congress from North Carolina, got
his commission as senior first lieutenant
in the infant navy of the colonies. It
was then he made the acquaintanoe of
Robert Morris, to whom he felt a pas-
sionate gratitude and affection, and
whom he named as solo executor in his
will, Mr. Hewes being then dead.-
Miss Molly Elliot Seawell in Century.
IN THE FUTURE.
When the Glrl Who Earns 88,000 a Year
Will Be a Desirable Wile.
"Don't you think it about time for
Mabel to cousider the subject of matri-
mony?" he asked heeitatingly.
"Oh, there is plenty of time," replied
his wife. "Mabel is very ambitions,
you know, and she is used to certain so
called luxuriee that she would dislike
to give up."
"Well, frankly, I think she ia work.-
ing too hard."
"Oh, no, she isn't. It will do ber
good. And since she won that case in
the supreme court her income has been
steadily increasing. If she continnes to
do as well in her profession, she may be
able to think of marriage in a year or
so. Yon see, things have changed since
we were married."
"Indeed they have," he sighed.
"Then a girl's beauty, temperament
and accomplishments bad more to do
with her matrimonial chances, bat it is
very different now, very different in-
deed. Mabel is not yet the prize that I
wish her to be, and I doubt if she could
be sure of getting the kind of busbaud
that I desire her to have. The hest
young men aro very particular, you
kuow."
"Very true," he admitted.
"Many of them will hardly look at a
girl whose earning capacity is not $4,-
000 or $5,000 a year. Mahal agrees
with me that it is best to wait until she
has reached that point, and then she is
sure to bo sought after by the very best
1131d most desirable young mon in the
city. "-Chicago Post.
"A Nies Pupil)"
Napoleon was a great soldier, but lie
could not spell. His handwriting was
also so bad as to give rise to the rumor
that he used undecipherable characters
to conceal the fact that ha, the master
of Europe, could not master French or-
thography.
In the early days ef the empire a man
of modest aspect presented himself be-
fore the emperor.
"Who aro you?" asked Napoleon.
"Sire, I had the honor at Brienne for
15 months to give writing lessons to
your majesty."
"Yon turned out a nice pupil!" said
tbe emperor, with vivacity. "I congrat-
ulate you on your success!" Neverthe-
less he conferred a pension upon his old
master.-Youth's Companion.
Wanted to Bele.
Mrs. Van Mission-What are you
reading, my pet?
Little Danghter-I is readin a long
article 'bout how to roast a turkey.
"What for?"
"I thought nex' time you went slum-
min• L'd..ask to go wif you, and w'ile
you was distributiu tracts I'd tell 'em
how to roast liturkey. "-Good News.
Ireland was originally Irene, or the
"Western Isle." It was called the
"Emerald Isle" because of the brilliant
color of ita verdure, which throughout
the year is a lively green.
Mary, queen of Scots, had red hair
and a cross eye, and in spite of the en-
comiums of her contemporaries is be-
lieved not to have boon a handeome
woman.
"Poor Richard's Almanac" oom-
handed at the last sale $15.
The Miserable Moors.
The lives lived by the Moors are,
without perhaps any exoeption, the
most precarious and miserable that can
be imagined. The pour man is thrown
into prison for sums he never possessed
and can never pay, the rich to be
squeezed of all bo possesses, while those
ouly can hope to escape who are mem-
bers of families sufficiently powerful to
arouse the fears of the local governor
should lie attempt extortion and not
sufficiently powerful to stir up the jeal-
ousy and avarice of the sultan.
Even the governors of the provinces
suffer themeelves as they make others
suffer, for just am they squeeze the agri-
culturist and the peasant so are they in
turn squeezed by the sultan and his
enders, aod should they fail by constant
presents to maintain • good opinion at
the court they can expect only impris-
onment and often death.-Blackwood's
Magazina
qr. Price Crean Baking Powdal
twee r• ems- TUalleat a
W. L. DOUGLAS$3 SHOE iS THE BEST.rm. FOR A KING.
3. CORDOVAN,
TItt/OCM LNA/KLLED CALF.
4 53.S..0 F ;NE CAL! &KOMI&$3 fe POLICE,3 SOLES.
$2%, 52x WORKING0Dis.
$2.11.71' BOYSSCHOOLSHOU,
• LADIES •
11125212 11
BEST Dum"-4.
SEND roe CATALEts.
• L-•IDOLIGe
•
Over One Peopk wear tbs,
W. L. Douglas $3 41. $4 Shoes
All our shoes are equally satisfactory
They give the hest value for the money.
They equal custom shoes In st s le •nd flt.
Their wearing quifallo,tmiw...a....retaumnspeurdp:snted.m.s.
ThF uroeyels:437-ack.t :1,7( Fa eye,: souvpeprlyotgrawn,azakes. sold. by
burl! ClithioE & Shoe Co.
Hrokinsville. Kr.
WINTER is UNKIND
yo
FAIR FACES.
Most women have a natural
dread of vrinter-l.Le cold wind•
and dampness roughens anu,
chaps their akin. Many have
gained knowledge b) experience
and now apply a Unto
POZZON1'S
1111111•111\ 
POWDER
before going out. It protects,
soften• and beautifies the com-
plexion, and then-It Ls invisible
if it is rightly lased
NAV, YOU EVER TRIED IT?
ALL DRUGGISTS and
FANCY 00008 STORER SELL IT.
Callis & Wallace,
Geheral Insurance
Agents,
Large Lines of Fire ! 
Repreeentatives cf the
Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co,
Of Newark. Maw Jersey.
A contract is what you want.
the contract of the Mu
tual benefit before you in-
sure your life.
LOANS
and • eal estate are specialties
with us. Office west side
Maio, near court house.
Callis Wallace 
BE CURED AT "rift
Da.APPLEMAN, the widely _mown special-
ist, after years of study. has so perfected his
system of mail treatment that he can now
assure the sick and suffering a permanent
mire at their homes at a price that is aston-
ishingly low. Thousands are •vailing them-
selves of this golden opportunity. and hun-
dreds of testimonials are on die showing the
efficacy of tne treatment.
All Chronic, Dis-
eases Treated.
OPIONCNiAL AND LUNG
TROUBLES, 
ACM, LIVER MVO. I 0 I .1
Di S 
NERVOUS EXHAUSTION,
SKIN 
, EPILEPSY, Y.ra.
MATHIS, AND NEURALGIA
anThrecistawLsct aonmdg..metosat.
scientiGc treatment for
Quick •nd permanent cures guaranteed
New treatment for 1'1 I.ES and ULChit.S.
Young or old men suffering from KIDNEY,
smtoGred*EtoAkvNi gEr. hOema I it hz ms'itil hTi'aPaapLi°Feisusa7117'Ne
•LADOCN. UltiNANe
Dr. A pplernati has associated wit b him • full
staff of expert specialists. who carefully con-
sider each case and prepare the proper rem-
edies. Consultation and opinion Taal by
1113it Tre,i: :nen* Inr•.,hrd at the lova rated
$2 TO $3 PER MONTH.
Write us fr.-el v and fully and enclose stamp
for aymptom blank. No. C•tarrh. No 2 Fur
NCO. NO.3 100f Ads17e110
THE APPLEMAN MIEDICersE CO.
E. 4.341 ST., - CHICAGO, ILL)
Ministers of the Gospel
EN DOR SE HUGHES'  "Old Relilbit"
Cures Chills
 
T_TR.BC
Druggists Have
E:.•: & SI 00 BOTTLES.
It.
JOHN ECHOLS,
ST. JOHN BOYLE, Reeetyers.
E.. D. & 5. W. R. R.
(THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY ROUTE.)
--TO-
Louisville. Cincinnati.
-And All Pointe-
r' =name
- RAINS LEANT E AB FOLLOWS:
TO LOUISVILLE.
9.2S. a. m 1:101a.rn
":"B NProirtoncenstovnille 10:46. a. es. SAM a. ea
TO C AAAAA L CITY •ND D•11.
From Princeton 4:1111 p. tn.
" Norte:wills 1:10p. m.
-TO--
Memphis, Vicksburg,
New Orleans.
- And All Points-
SOTSTI--1,
TRAINS ',Levi As FOLLOWS.
From Princeton" K21102 11.1.133,. 1:43 m
From Princeton
TO P•OCCAB8:418811Dp.raUtT011.
t,onnecting at lismarhis with through trsi
to l points in
Arlansas and Texas.
Retail, Tickets, and all information w. )
furnished on application to your nearest ties
st agent. T. B. LYNCH, (renewal ?amen
ger Agent, Ler 'STILLS IT.
e,,,e.o.0.,‘..maxemastivoitiwasisizsmasiimpagyvosOe-e ....#11roresaeve.e.eeesse
What
Women
Know
db.ABOUT'sbe
Rubbing, Scouring,
Cleaning, Scrubbing,
is no doubt great; but what they
all should know, is that the time
of it, the tire of it, and the cost
of it, can all be greatly reduced by
Clairette Soap.
NiAg THE N. K. FA1RBANK COMPANY St. Louis.
"Imiliswwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwiwswwwwwmpaa
Prices CUt Half In To at
"The Palace"
The Great Slaughter of Fine Millinery. 'line sour harvest. Come
ee and reap the never before heard ot Bargains.
Trimmed Hats
At
•
$.5 is)
4 40
I lu
50
I In
1 :4
10D
74
25
Line
HOC
68
0)
7 in
5 in
4 id
3 lie
I 00
1 he
30 to 1 el
",„,0 Caps and Hoods
At 23..- V. firth "Se
1.1c I 00
7)c " I 25
Sailors,
A t Y5e Worth tO to rse
Tic I wi
Vac : 50
Shapes at your
own price,
Floss, Linen Fringe, Silk Fringe, Silk Balls
(TERMS CASH.)
WIRS. ADA LAYNE,.
ALL ARE HERE!
A full and complete line of all
the latest and fashionable grades
and shades of
German Summer Kerseys, Fancy
Mac Gregors, Amer. Cheviots, "
Vicimas, Worsted Serges,
Cashmere Serges, May Serges,
Sydney Suitings, London
Also a full line of fancy vestings, F.
Skin and Clay's NV orsteads, at
G.A. Clark, Cutter,
Scotch Suitings,
Wool "
Thibecs,
Laure uitings,
Mohawks,
& H. Ciotb, Doe
John Y. Owsley's•
Samuel Hodgson,
CLARKIVALLE, TENN-
Manufacturer and Importer of -
ITALIA1N B E
,,
COTO H, WEDE and the most desirable EASTERN
GRANITE MONUMENT, TABLETS,
and STATUARY.
After 40 years experience we feel confident that I
trusted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
Norte !but the BEST Material Used.
YATES'
JEWELRY
ACE,
MAIN STREET
JOHN B. CABTLEMAN. A G LANGBAN.
RoyallinsurancelCol,
Of Liverpool.
(INCORPORATED.;
Barbee &Castlema
Managers Southern Department,
"The Columbia" Building, Louibville,
Garnett &Moore A ge Mtg.
C. LAYNE
r-
Livery, Feed & Sale
Stable.
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
!Hopkinsville, Ky.
!Rigs Furnishei day or night.
BalitofHop'inEsmillise"! Cash
E. P. CAMPBELL, Prest.
ONeORPORATED 1865.)
Capital and Surphis $275.000.
=a1:B=CTORE
-E. P. CAMPBELL,- -JOHN 1'. GARNETT-
-D. R. BEARD,- -Du. E. S. STUART,-
-C. H. BUSH.-
imsimsma
TUN Berm °tiers its customers every banking facility,,
liberal treatment,_prompt and careful attention to all busi-
ness entrusted. CORRESPONDKNCE SOLICITID with those
contemplating a change or division of th eirscoounta.
ww • .ww,
T
.1
neclevar-reeteeicene, vezoraeseeneritlegill'"4"$4.e.he
) •
